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FOUR SYSTEMS FOR CONTROLL
OR TEAM TRAINING PRE

I. INTRODUCTION

.This effort was initiated in response to a, Request tpr Personnel ResearchIRPR 75%20) from the
Operations Training- Support Labdratory (SAC) at Carswell Air Force Base, Texas. For clarity and back
ground, the initial paragaphs of that RPR are quoted as follows:

TITLE: Techniques for Utilizing fvtultis&ieen Mediated Progams in-Developing and Pres
Instructional Materitd,

2. PROBLEM: Many training sequences require the presentation of ninieghan one visual image or
images with more.than one-visual component. These may consist of pictorial images accompanied b'Y
verbal material, schetnati&acebinpanied bYilegends, edmparaltive pictorials, or diagrams decom panicd
by pictorial ,-or.-verbal material, At present, developing and producing such images is so -complex
technically that it is'not accomplished by the majority of USAF training installatiOns. It is also so o-time
consuming when it is done that the resyltant material tends to become outmoded before it is intro
duced. Recent .photographic and electronic clevelbpritents- can provide for more, efficient and
economical methods, of generation and presentation.

3. OBJECTIVES: The objective would be to develop procedures and techniques for generating .and
presenting compound and complex visual images that are within the operational capability of USAF
training facilities. `this will include both the develoPment 'of control procedures to movide for multi-
Screen presentations and also. for development techniques in which riniltiscreen :techniques: will.be
utilized during development of the training sequence and Wen reduced to single scrccn use for actual
preentation in the instructional situation. Pm-tictilar attention -will be devoted to problems of 'revising
and pdating visual information and control signals.

4.. PRESENT STATE-OF-THE-ART: While the state-of-tlic-art exists to generate and present
compound and complex images, recent innovations in the photographic, recording, and entertainment
communities have not been,capitalized -on-by USAF training agencies. It-is believed that systematic
programs and techniques can be doeumented that will Make the generation of -.more sophisticated
trainiats programs ii.conornical and efficient. The electronic And phototgraphic technology exists. It
needs to be systematically documented in amannct that enables using commands to take advantage of
it.

5. TECHNICAL FORECAST: It is anticipated that documentation could be developed that would
ggcst procedures and techniques that could be readily incorporated into ongoing USAF training

programs_ -While some innovation would be require(' in consolidating existing state-of-the-art
technology into usable guides, the probability of successis very high.

6. BENEFITS: This study promises to make readily available suggestion; for technical procedures
that could improve training -efficiency and effectienoss Witlrout increasing expense unduly in the
past, efforts have been made that were technieady cu Thersoine or so involved that they could not be
efficiently incorporated into ongoing USAF trainin programsPresent resource liniitations require ,
that if complex visual images are to become pnict cal, prOeedures !mist be instituted to conserve
manpower and equipment both during the initialed lopinent of sophisticated mediated sequences
and also during later utilization of the training progant. The utilization stage would include not only
the actual presentation but also the maintenance of the equip-nem and the updatiqg or the 'astute- .-
tional courseware. It is anticipated that this effort will make actdable recent innOvati4ns in a way that

)will make such presentations practical and effective, ,

A part of this request could be met with reports that were In the process of being printed at the, time
tfhe requeq was received. The request for photographic methods to facilitale both the development and
updatiregofphtstographic images could be met by information contained-in Appendix A, Captioned Photos
as a 'Production Technique (Smith, 1975; Smith, Hall, & Manson, 1975). These:publications present the
,techniques for maintaining. both an acceptable quality of visuals and recorded audio and the inethOds for
fostering reliability of presentations by obtaining and maintaining adequate electronic con trbl impulses.-

These publications were made available to Operations Training Support Laboratory (OTSL),.and the,!mimes described were demonstrated duriue site visits. The proposed techniques Were compatible withr ..1



their procedures. Procedures were implemented to standardize development techniques to capitalize on the
advantages of captioned photos. The qua* assurance suggestions were forwarded to: Headquarten
Strategic Air _Command, Offutt Air 'Force Base, Nebraska. "Instructional Systems Development (ISD)
Policy Letter #1 -- Quality of Courseware,- dated 3 February, 1.976 formally adopted- the -standards and
made Smith (1975) part of-the official Command 1St) Implementation Plan 3-76 by reference.

The information presented in this report- addresses-,the- remaining portion of- tbe-request-,,
elec ionic control system required.

An informal survey of USAF training (compatible with multiscreen' presentations) was conducted to
determine types of control techniques that would be of benefit to the Air Force. Following this,.it was
determined that no one -sysOrn would be appropriate in all situations' since the type of training varied
greatly. These situations coulil be subdivided into two categories: first, those in which the student or group
of students required more than 'one simultaneous visual and; second, .those in which teams of students
required synchronized, but different, instruction. It was- also noted. the first category could also'be:
divide& into one group that require complex presernation9 from the beginning; but that this .level of
complexity would remain rather stable, and a second group that required less complexity initially --hut
the complexity could be expected` to increase or vary over, a- period of time. As a result, rather than
investigating one type of-presentation system, an attempt Was made to describe a family of system; each of
which represent a type of training. need. In some instances,- representative systems could be found that
already exist within the Air Force and experience with them has provided sufficient background so that.
extensive investigation would be unwarranted. In other cases, it was felt that neither the experience nor
documentation were 'available to meet the needs of the 1.PR in providing "usable guides" that would
facilitate adoption into ongoing US-AF training.

In brief, the following sections of this report will describe (a) a system for controlling multiple images
that can be assembled in "building block'. fashion starting with -existing equipment and systemhtically
adding components as additional functions are required. (b) a more complex system for controlling multi-
screen presentations that requires a considerable initial 'investment of money and personnel, (c) a team
raining configuration desigaed to provide orientation or theory to small teams, and (d) a configuration for

providing performance oriented training to teams.

The discussion will be limited-to techniques for implementing the instructional-strategy. There will be
no attempt to present data regarding the instructional effectiveness of the strategy. It is assumed that the
using agency will conduct pilot investigations to determine whether or not they would benefit by
employing the strategy. In other words, if the reader feels that lie has-a requirement, this publication might
suggest ways of implementing it. The instructional efficiency and effectiveness would have to be
determined by the user. Representative cases are fiesented where a presentation system was implemented
within ith ongoing USAF training environment. However, again this discussion is limited to implementation
considerations with no attempt to establish whether or not there was an increase in the amount of learning
on the part of the studen t.- This report might be considered as covering the first phase Of a two-phase study.
This report will describe methods of implementing instructional strategies. .A second effort would bd

.

requirAl to demonstrate the results of implementing them.

In an rt toprovide. the !sable guides" requested in the R and still keep the report down to a
manageable size, the description of the first two systems will be focused on hardware considerations and
the .ascription of the third will he limited to a brief runciional account. The discussion of the fourth,
performance oriented team coiiching. will focus on courseware development. In any application, naturally.
attention must he focused on all three aspects, but there is enough similarity between the systems that it is

unnecessary to discuss liardware.,courseware, and-function for all systems. Most of the discussion about
vcloping instructional gOals and_ script preparation are as essential in the development of multiscreen

presentations controlled by digital, Programmers rthey are for the de elopment of audio coaching.
Likewise, the recorders and radio hardware .devices used to implement the audio coaching require careful
selection and installation.



II. MODULAR SYSTEM

.
As noted in the introduction, many instances.anse in which it is not practical to establish all of the

characteristics of a presentation system at the outset. There is often a need to start with a comparatively
simple system and add to the system as the need arises. Thecommercial market (at the present) includes
control systerns that provide' for this, The particular systeni- Selected as representative of this family, of
control systems is marketed by the incani DiviSion of W.ollensak/3M. One of the major reasons for
selecting it as the representative is that many of the components are presently listed in. TA 636 (Table of
AllOwance Audiovisual Utilization, Basic 15 September 1977) and it is familiar to many USAF users and

imaintenance personnel. It. has demonstrated reliability and mainta-nability and its usability featurps are on
the par with preen standards. Thisin no way implies that other i akes and models are not also acceptable.

. -It merely reflects the judgement that this is a representariv-e vies- of devices that has proven to merit
consideration: The prospective .user should eonfinn the availa ity of modules for any syStem adojited. In

In the modular configuration,-the-initial unit is the st Aare! 80-tray slide projector. The equipMent

this rapidly changing market, modules are added to and remov d from .product lines. (retiuritly.

used during the evthiation and demonstration of this cyfiguration were standard Kodak AF-2s, since they
were on TA 635.If other makes or models are to beused, make certain that :they have remote control
capability and that. the cable connections are compatible with other equipment.

Narration the slides:can be added through the addition of a cassette 'recorder (Figure 1). Many-
cassette recorders can be used to not only add the narration, but alsotoautomatically advance the slides.
Thit: is the basic. AF-2 coupled to a Wollensak 2570 that 'is typical of units used in USAF learning centers:
This is the basic starting point, It should be noted that to this point eserYting'is compatible with the
self-contained devices marketed by such firms as Singer, Fairchild, -Bell and-Howell, and Eastman, These

'selkontained devices\have a projector, cassette recorder/player, and screen built into a single unit. The
essential point is that the control signals for-all of-these units have been develciped in accordance with ANSI
7A standards; so that a program developed on one system can he used on another.

In any use-of three or him-e projectors, it is critical trattlie user is able to use the second track of the
recorder as a control track similar to reco ding the second channel on h stereo deck. Most cassettee
recorders that have slide synchronization cap bility do not have external associated with thtrack., ft
While, they have microphone and speaker jacks that use the audio track, they donot have input and output

. jacks for the impulses, These sync jacks have been added to the 2570AV and 25.90AV series by Wollensak.
In effect, they provide a half-track-stereo cassette with the audio on the lOwer track and the impulses on
the upper track. As a word -of warning to ,the reader, virtually .all andiovisnal cassette player/recorders
utilize .a half:track head.configuration. The tapes are played in only one direction. Most comparable home
stereo cassette units use quarter track and are played.in _either. direction. Unlike quarter-inch reel-to-reel..
recorders that use tracks 1 and 3 in erne direction with 2 and 4 used in the other, the cassette quarter tracks
use both of the lower tracks in one direction and the two upper tracks in the other. As a result, you can
play stereo quarter track on stereo 'half track reel -to -reel devices, as -long as .it is only recorded' in one
direction. The same is not true of cassettes. VThep a stereo quarter track tape is played on a half-track .
device, you will hear both tracks - through one spealcer. If one track is audio and the other control impulses,

/you v5ill hear both through the speak0' and the control circuitry will receive nothing. As a r6tIlt, do riot try.
to inix home stereo equipment with audiovisual equiPntit, especially if duplicators are involved.-

There 'are many dissolve units that can be added to the basic AF-2 coupled to 'a Wollesak 2570
configuration., Any dissolve unit enables the showing of a' series of images that blend in to each _other
without blackingthe,.screen auring each chiniqe_:One limitation of a dissolve unit is that all it cedo is
clisscte one image into the nest. Two projectors alternate images on a single screen. 'There is no- variation in
tla. order, the projectors Must alternate between A; B, A, B, etc, All the- odd-numbered slides arc on one
p ojector; all the even-numbered ones on the other. If a slide is acided or,subtracted, all slides after that
change have to be moved
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]tft 570 cassette recorder iss replaced with the iiey.'er 2571, then a ihreff.--speed dissolve
sed rattier tun the one-speed, This enables the use of not only regular dissolves bet

brut. also fall cuts aid slow dissolves or fades,

A rn ore" important contribution of the 2573, however,-is that y'clcy: can so, control two project ors
independenfly=, Yea do ri:3t have te! alternate betv:ieen projectors orr a single screen, but can use two.
proiectors on separate screens and advance either one at any time., liti,5 allows multi illore.freedotrt and also
enables the use of considerably more contplexinnws. For expople, it is possible-,-th,compare--a norinally;

. .

:exposed slide Willi orie diat is overexposed one stop, ovetexposew two stops: underexposed one stop, or
.

underuposed t wo-stops, Since bb411 the hprnial slide and the abnormal slide.,Jare visible to the student at one
finie. ti :e diffe rendes are Much- more ap,,trent and the concept can he conveyed much more e I ficiently than
is possible with one projector. Its finsible to compare an original .slide with a duplicate and qi seiond

-generation duplicate Ii tills i5 done; both the color and _contrast changes as well us-the cropping charives
becianie very evident `hire i,,,vo examples were used in the investigation and were "remarkably effective. If'
the 'reader wishes to irivesligat e the effectiveness of dual screen presentations, he is encouraged to try these
Iwo sanyles. niece is a gre at deal of training that requires sucli -Ortiparisons Lather than sequences.-

A full unacle of a chat!. forni,or diagram Ma-x- be projected on one screen and enlargements ofspecifte
portions on the crtier, or project pictorial slides of printed circuit hoards on one screen and the wireng
diagrarns-orsehein :Ines an the seen. d. Another possibility is projecting pictorial images on one screen and
que-tions concerning it on the off-lir,:llie latter example -contains. sortie subtle implications that really have
to be uFA , to be apprckiat cd-:,Por .txaruple, if you show a photo of an aircraft inspunictif panel (or of the
speciftc instrurrienti'heinglis"etissecl)` on one screen,_ the. second screen could On vide aquestiori:stich- as

----Ca ri.,-c-m.fly 500 miles wilt tills filed loacr y:ithotai changiti the:image car the i strunients, thelqitestiOn
could be changed' to -reflect etian,4e in wind or other flying conditionk Sirid'e the first image showing the
inst nurien1s- has no t changed, 1 t is evident- to the student that the. same data are being used..The effect on
the student appearsto be quite different' front An apparently siniilar'presentatiOn in which both images have .

hanged.' 13Ot h irnagcs could be superimposed on a siner:e screen This would cnahle adding words,
--data,:or arndws fic_5111 one projector-onto the iirioge -of the o ther_ Without changing the basic image, the,
ivords, data, or arrows can lie efiansed br moved.

It is also possible to add a prograrnrner t h. 2570 or 2573 cars otter i-recordepand control up to 9
rejectors- For ctrl plc, ire one carrel use d'diiiing the study, _a 3-channel prograninkr was used to control.

two slide prejects. I lie 1110 channel wa5 -used to corvoL.-A movie projector so that Motion could be
iradcled: t. o the presen!al;orl when needed. -By addingaclAto.nal dissol3e. controls andlarolccters, rather
Cain pie% preseri tationS -could be built up. l' n order to use the movie projector, an additional module-is)
requited. Ths projector Itself is plugged into a power control module. The power control is tu med on. When
it receives a slide advance /torn the prograrniner._ A second slide advance, turns the power. control .orfr Tills

_. ,
configuration may he e7tparitled sot-Ito/hat ura-lettoy usingtWo of die coniniandl-to control three speeds of
a dissolve control .:.ficqactlitatk this.,t_lie unkawere designed so that if, both the dissolve and the fade
.comniandsi are given Siti7OU.1110.011,515,;-Ille result is ir:terpreted as a quick cut. This Would enable the use or
one Pre 9 tacc5ntreoft,' .0 slide -pro:icetors- with three dissolve rates on each of th rea screens and also- have

.t Ince co innialtds ie ft to con trol movie p rojectors or rooln lights.
,

, .

One of the le attireS ufallIediated system that many- USAF users feel is essential ,s_pwaiiiiiieu strip,
his stops the cassette -rec=order; while leaving the projected image on the sereen-,:Nlany developers of

riled iated packagts have noted that When they wan ta'sluelent totake an dction or solve a problem, there is
- -ay of, pied icting.liow lorry student "I'llirecpijie: It might take 5 seconds-to nicve a switch frog

pbsit ion 'A to 13 or if tlie st ,'ocounteririg,difficultios, ihight take considVrably loniaer,0newaY t
ace.ortinkqdatc the.variation is to::stop the recOrder while the strident is performing Scipetmies the student
can snip tire cassette reccirder Manually. ilewever, this is often roust tindesliable. Students are usualhi
unab lc t o stop the rceo%le 1, halt can almost always restait. it without disruption. As an eXaniple; if the
students are -:soldering a- corineetiou, they prtila'nlilyiltave the soldering pencil in one hand and the solder in
Me other at tii,cr ict-ti yon Want to stop the Cassette, df they set the solder c wn to reach tip and turn oft"



the recorder, ,this interferes with the learning. 0n the other hand, after completing the soldering, they arc
ready to set down the solder and to restart the recorder. A foot switch can, be used if needed. As a result,-

-rnany=inanufacturers have provided the prograinmed stop feature. Placing-the appropriatezirdpulse on the
tape automatically stops the recorder. A 1,300111 tone automatically advances the slide; a 15011z tone .
automatically stops the cassette recorder when the separate traelerecording eonfigtuation is used. A short
inipvlse :advances the BlniMrip and a long irniulse- stops the recorder 'in the superimposed configuration.
Bo11fOre previded for in ANSI 7 4 Actiaall;,,, there is no real reason why slide systerns.uspone configuration

and instrip the other. Both configurations are suitable for eit# er. in fact, many tapes are made with both
s of impulses on them. The major advance made by the adoption of ANSI 7.4 was the standardization on

only, two systems. Until th&, there were many systems on the market. Courseware prepared on one
oi device could not be utilized on-other brands. This was most inconvenient. Unfortunately, no similar
standardization wasidone or multiscreen systems. Programs developed on Brand A must be- presented via
Brand A. Brand B yill not respond to the impulses Brand .0 Cval not respond to either -Nor B This is a

If this programmed.stop feature .is-clesired within a multiscreen presentation, it can be provided, but'
nth sonic difficulty. Cassette recorders such as the Wollensak 2573 can .be used either to control .two
ojectors or to control one projector and provide programmed stop. Setting a switch one way routes the
50Hz inipulse_to circuitry that _advances a projector, setting it another uses the same impulse to stop the

'tape drive. Unfortunately, when you plug into the sync output jack-, this circuitry. is Even with
cassette recorders that ordinarily provide.programmed step, this feature cannot be itied when decoders such
as Diva:Cues are plu'gged into them. This feature can be regained 'by routing one project or .control cord back
to 'the cassette reorder. One unexpected resuleof using'Sitch a cord is that it oftekiittrOduees unreliability

o the system. if the base has-radar or radio facilitids, the cable wilt- often act as an antenna -picking up
ray sigands and stop the program erroneously. This can be -eliminated by the jurilieious use of resistor/

capacitor combinations or metal oxide varitors (140V), but this -requires sonic skill and knowledge, This
will be discussed further later in this section.

This programmed stop feature becomes yen more important if live narrate n is used within the
presentation. While the systems can be wired to stop after each image_ chan ge,- the ength of the cable
running to the speaker's- pOditim_ a'ts as a long antenna. The user may actually hear the local radio station
over the PA system, and get more erroneous stops than programmed stop. Amin:this can be rectified, but
it takes a qualified electronics person to do

The trade off-for all this is cost and reliability To-build up to a two screen presentation in the past
required complicated programming and so Many interconnecting cables that thesystem could only be used
in group presen tations with complicated eqiiijiment.' If a slightly different control were needed ..lhe.en tire

granuning system and equipthent had to replaced, resulting in transitions that were costly in teens of
time and money. The. cabling was complex-and Unreliable. With the configuration reconimeaded herd, a .
simple two sereen pres mation could be dove v:Fitli just the cassette recorder anti the projectors without any
additional black-,bOx. .end cables. The b1Ock boxes can be added, as neede without discarding the. original
equipment '

This'. system liras implemented within a Mission Applications Seminar, where the automated system
w-as utdi'zed for fiC weeks and then removed to explore student arid instructor acceptance. IL was found
that eon trary` to initial expectations, the automated system increased the contact between students and
liastructors as evidenced by questions and discussions. This was of major imporiance in this application,
since one 61 the principal purposes of the presentation is to foster such qua tions and discussions. It was
also dekerrnined that increased classroom efficicriCy could more than repay the_initial cost of the equip-
ment. It was estimated that it cost about 53,000 to obtain and install the automated equipment. With it,
only one instructor is required per room rather than the two instructors presently...required with the manual
presentations. This field test and eviduation, as well as a discussion of difficulties encountered in
automding the room, are discuised in more detail in Appendix Ar
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ill-COMPLEX ?scULTISCREEN SYSTEMS

The family of systems o be described in this -non are very probably the st underused in training, .

today. While multiscreen, multiimaue prevntations = e used prominently in Chamber. of Conn -tierce
programs, designed to attract new industry or tburists they are .virtually unexplored in ten-115'0f their
ability:to provide tratning.'The control system greatly ses the c6ntent that can bz-coveredqn this

:.seminar. This increase is due both to the increased sp oif the presentation and. mote. importantly, to the
increase in the types'of material that-can be pies

The Anon 909 Digital system will be described here, but there are niany-otlicr systems available and
other comparable equivient could have been selected. Since this is a very rapidly changing area -and one
that:representsa constOrable investment, an one cOntemplating the introduction p Usual a syireni should
conduct a thorough surb?cv th4iiirkel: Listing§ of paten tiaLsources can be obtained from agenctis-sirch
as Association for Education.- Communications and TeelmologY (ARM,' 1126- Sixteenth St rce,t, NW,
Washington, De 20036 and National Audio-Visuld Association,-Inc,ANAV A), 3150 Spring Strect, Fairfax,

sVA 22030. .

`s
. -

This ection will focus 'primarily on presentation hardware, Aportion will be devojed to using such a.. .
system to control a previously prepared presentation. This will be followed ,by a discussion of how the:

V--,

various components contribute to the proram; and how the program is developed. While .11iis disCuSsionl
limited to the 909 Digital iy-Stein front Arion, q typifies this. level of SOphisticationAny using agency
would probahiSlrenefit from developing similar document atitrii. The systein is complex enough that very:. '-,

detailed procedures for specific applications are required;` This:4WoUld' be esTieeiarlY turn= in,, USAF.._ .,

applicati.ortShere it call be anticipated that the using persoirnetwill -rotate through the duty rather rapidly.
.a. .

The description Here is linfited. to one repre/ ntative use of one specific system. Irf-actualitY, this _

demonstratesdeonstrates only a small proportio of the total capability pf the system, and or the
comp:it-able systems on the market, In brief, this family of devices can easily control present Eton in which
three projectors are used-on each of five screens (or any presentation using less thao this number). The

,prdjectors. can be controlled in any -order atql with very preci§e timing:The. images on the screen can be
controlled to convey potion In Tact ,Pafterr`uSing such a system. the, resentation designer ustittlly Finds that

_. _-:1 typical movie is very slow by comparison,.Presentatialis can often be produced considerablyfaster.than,a
movie. The updating of: the- presentations eat be aceorripliShed within a matter- of 1Lours -tf adequate
procedures and personnel arc available, The insrrucflonal applieaticns could well. be vary cosCeffective.In,

, situations where it is necessary to illustrate the interrelations between several ebrnp.onents or the flow of y
data Or, information throngit a complex networK, the Visuals could well be very efficienta_nd effective. When
flue capability to coritrolla dozen latching Aid a dozen momentary relays is added to this, a considerAle
amount of equipment ctietid be controlled. For -example, oscilloscopes or CRT displays could be activated
on corninad or current flow through .illeSsystew controlled. It might well be that'imuch of the instruction,
.presently deemed possible only through hands-on training on expensivb weapons systems, could he
facilitated by such presen tations. Whether these would precede, augment, or rephce the actual equipment
would depend on the particular application,

= .-Any organization. contemplating the ti rot:Inchon 11 a system should'. be aware that such -a --
:system cannot be' installed. casually, The development' 01 the presentation, especially tile actual

i

programming, not especially difficult, but it does require conSiderable.time and freedom. The visuals to
be used intist be of The highest .quality since defects are magnified in such presentations. While many USAF
bases have the resources to support such a presentation, it is riot the.type of activity that cau be. assigned as
a roiithie additional duty, A worthwhile presentation of this le'vel requires considerable support Intl

, .

TEAM TEACHING MI AS

One type of instruction that is,suitable Pormultisercen presentations is that of team training. There
Many situations -USAF training where thcpcifornian e of the:individual must be integrated into that



0. a team. Athletic coaches are ' leaders team training.and probably have best ed its be eras.
Renaining the positions to emphasiie the , a large school will have an pehle le. ins with-.

units. Each in tnr will" have specialists instruct instudents the performances requited ori-thi
specialists for each sport. The footbAl inst Cu I have specialists rcir the offense and defense ecial

or at
anyend, or in the backfield.. In obtaining successfu rionnance- frciiii any one position, 'to be

able, not. only 16 perform all of his tasks: but,.to also o-integrate this perfornianee in he tOe elm of .
rtorinance. of the-entire-team, Some, but obviously not-all. scliocils are 'able to train the i d -duals -th

such a way that when one student throws -a ball, another student is in a position to catch it Ea_li of the
other team- members perform very. speSific duties developed to increase the probability of su-ces of these

!
two individual - The4ot al instructional pattern ought well be the Most complex and most hid 'el oped

within our culture. This is not intended to have any social implicatibns, but to to illustra 'ample
of team Loming that might be ,vorthemulating in many situations. Tire analogy-might be,wo ursuing in

, -

terms or behavioral objectives and instructthargoals

Two. methods of implementing team training vvii e covered in this report,: The first fai-ndy of
iniques is a relatively simple extension of the techniques described preilously. The seco d family Will

Lib ze considerably .differetit9 teci-MiqUeS and in fact in the basic portiOn doe not use sere ns at all but
, ,

requires-the student to -thserve actual c'qu'ipment to obtain visual cues. In b6th'initances, att ntron Will be
directed at develo[;'Mei requirements and instructional strategies rather than Itardware. in -previous.
portions of this report; specific' implementations w9ll be described for clarity p,t these r intended as
illustrations of general applications. All of the techniques haye wide range.' of possible ap lications. The

$

..
ran urrof applications is limited primarily by the,imag n-inatio of the user.

, -

/Team Training Carrel

There are many situations where the actual performance tei-be taught does.reot lend itself to,carreli. If
you arb teaching, students to climb telephone poles or direct traff-V an intersection, it is not reasonable to
expect to bring the-:pole or traffic jams into the larrel. Howeversound/slide presentations in carrels can -

.451-ten be 0i vidrw if used in advadice for orientation and familiarization and used after to`stimmari-ze or
reinforce learning. Equipment of the type described previously in this report can be used to buginCnt team
instruction' in a similar way:.

In the specific situation to be discussed her (four -man munition crews) special purpose carrel was
developed. The carrel Ns similar to conventional instructional carrels in that-it contained the recoalers.

.projectors, and screens needed to convey a sound/slide presantation. The-screen area was.extended-to make
it long enough for the showing of three slides sidenby.-side. For their:twit-lc tasks Pg. be taugi4, three <Teens
were adequate for use with 'a four-man team. Some situations called forone mail to serve as a team chief,
who read the-instructions,-from t to technical order (TO). In such cases, lie must be -able to view all thr&
sCreens. Each of the remaining three students are seated in lion of a screen .that shows.iniages direcfly,
relating to their own funcLion. `They are each able to see what th y are expected-to do- By glancing at the
other two screens, they can also become familiar with the tdsks.-13 ing performed by their teammates. Many

s it is possible to depot aetivies thaVarc_rather difficult tc illustrate with the real equipment On the
actual equipment, !bey maybe performing in an area where they cannot see their teammatesc --

In Other instances, two, members have very similar dutie . One dy be on the-right side of the plane
and the other on the left, but the duties they perform are dal. Insjuch cases, these -two students could
view the same screen.

,11-te narration required different for each or the three screens. A rather trivial example might be for
one stuclenEto hand a tool to a second studdnt who is working above film. The narration would tell the first

Turdent where to .obtain tont ',a4 to select the appropriaivz one. The' narratibn for the second
student would tell him how to else the tool durini; this specific eask.

It is essential that the narrati_crs be synchronizedrso that when the first student lilts the tool, the
second student is ready to takehold of it. This was accomplished by sing a quad tape recordei. These



devices have four.seParate beards and amplifiers so that four separa rdings can be made. Sine° th
recordings are all law the sante tape, synchronization betwdensthe tracks is maintained. This is in contr st to
simil_ar devices that eMploy four iliFfeint.cassettes.sWhild all four cassettes can be play Rat one time_, the
recordings are not n&essarily7 in sync. In this illustr\atio j1, the students are interacting as
narrations must he sYniehroritzed.-..

Tlie three narratiousare recordedorfthree o

an and the

the four tracks of the cittaditeofder. The foirrilt track is
used for the intpulseS:In this par ticular-Case a Sp 14.14 and Saufw'e QUAPRA QCIE was utilizod.'impirlses
on the tape- control the three projecfots in rniich. the sainkvvay as the Arioti and Wollensak programmers_.
Vhile the iniptilseS:use.,d are different, in many ways the fu4ction perk, nuec1 by the three programmers is
similar. Unfortunately:1he impulsing systems are ,entirely diffrept, requiring that the`speciftc Rrograntrner
bcselected,and availablebefore the tape can be made. It also piohibits-gubstituting-one device fOrthe other
in case ,of emergency. The -agencyrnaking the tape also has to have. the appropriate device Jo generate the
inifiulses dtinng rec..orditig, This .emphasizes the advantages of ANI\ 7.4 in establishing standard impulses for
standard sound/slide and filmstrip eqttipnient. TapeS inade for W011ciasak devices Can be':played on Telex,

-DuKane.-Sineer..Eastinan: or 'Fairchild equrpment. it is not necessa y to modify the courseware to inake it
compatible with different brands, That is not true ,of tire equipment ..ribed in this section and in Section

Variations

I (111910 41 If te nis arc larger than described .herd 2. the system cotildwasily he espartded to control
more visuals, Controlling 1.5 or metre projectors frainrone record track fs-rarntF c common, IIovvever, if.
more atidio tracks are required, the rroblem might be more difficult_ WI such -prescittationSas'ihose. used

-

n the- Birdhouse at Disneyland-have many audio tracks, implementing such system is cliff-kilt. A fourth
audio- track could, be used for narration by employing the superimposed contol -syStent rather than.the
separate track. Here', the slide advance irriputscs arc -50liz tones recorded with thee - narration. This would
enable having all four tracks available-for narration. _It would also be-possible to combine Mote than one ,

audiasolire-,j and control them by a rilaster unit, but again the implei-nentation would:-be rathavdifficult.

sch'eizs. There arc times, sncliirs -the training-nt svheri it wodid be desirable to
have, the visuals in different locations. One specific.' example be the Currency training given to MAC
crews. The system descrilied'in this Scotian could be used with very little modification. Instead or having-
the three vIsuals presented-side-by-side. the projection system could be located the in °churls of the three.-
CreW, stations. 1\1111c wires. would have to be run from the recorder to he tlfrde -crew stations, no-other
alteration iuld have to: be Made.'" r

V. MAN TRAIN17.-:G AUGMENTFD AUDI

Inconsistent as it may sound, some of the best audio visual presen tat ions do mit inch tide- visuals.
-Examples would include museum tours where the visitor listens tit a recording while view inge xbibits. The
visual component is obtained by instructing tie listener to obser.ve a particular Dan or aspect of the'exhibit.
These arc considered fr-o be aduio visual packagesince they are prepared in such a %%pay that-the scene`
Iv ) .wilt be available to coincide with filo- auifia. Some Navy &Ailing progtams;utilize portable tape
recorders to provide similarinstruction in confined areas. A USAF project used a tape reconi"er carried with
a shoulder strap, to pre9ent a sequence on the use of a copy'.ca tay,ra A mknitting:achine on marketaiket
comes with a series of records. Thdpe.uslays the records while Operating the device td obtain the desired-
preliminary instruction. The essential feature is that the -recorded message is ,rneaningfol only.when the
listener is ohscrving Elteassociated scene or performing the associated task. t visual aspect is created by---;

'the student abServing an object, rather 01m-1_1,3/viewing a protected

The leant training 'task described here is similar_ The recorded audio is provided via headphones.e
student is instructed to "Look'ta your left and you will see a, large ,black knob with Mine numbers on it.



.
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I * It does 4 Set
. " The r lher nielpbus of the team pe opn coc mated

tasIss iti t dake with the instructions they hear (Figure 2). 19 the specific application to be 'described
here, t1115.5,--k- -referred to as Audio Team Coaching. -It was one of three{ team teaching techhirpfes used
together in a .performance orientt,.4.1 team training situ Pion; i.e., 'intuitions loading: The other two
techniques weer a series o [television- tapes_ used to provide familiarization acid a secorlil series of televisioary
tapes used fru reniedialAraining:These were 'referred to as television team Coaching_..and television aide(I
remedial study. respectively. This, project wiis acc6inplished under an Fl-IRL contract (Pieper, Foss, 4
Smith, 1973).

This report was written in response to a request for guide for use ihs Iceting and implenienting
for erating and presentirw complex visual images. There appe ared--40.be no.one, system that



.,
. ..would be suitable all a ns..Withan USAF tr ystems- appe0m tit' t2e, applicable to

L .. ,

multiscreen presentations wh more thrip one visual is presentations; o'individuals or groups
students, In other situations, similar techmqqes are Mil ,e'd to provide different pritentations to 'the

umbers of small teams. While the mechanics vieri: similar, the utiliiation is critite different. ,.,

.Four syStenis weii seVeted.kfodiscussitth....Whilb- specific devices are described in this report, each eves
cboswi to be repeeSenthtive id' a family- or,"Options.'TWo of the faMilies are primarily suitable for comPIex *4

,

' _presentations L),iven (0 an inth'yjdual tir grolt7The other two were Selected to' represent.p"Ossible applications
.. _

to team training, where each member ...-.)(t._ the team reqdires different instrtiction. but .the team nwnbers'
interact so that synchrOnized presentations are reqtaLed. . 4

T-' MI applications ' require even more attention than normal, both to the hardware utilization and the
generation of the courscware to-i!.r6presa'hted. It was not cl that defects that might be overlooked in simPler
presentritior*become corisiderabfy more,serious in conip -.. presentations. ., 1

,..,' _ d .
- .4

...1110 t) ar system wItiS, described that can be started with:only a proiector and. a tape recorder:
Additional modufes can bb,udded as nCr118 projectors or functions are required. This modular system can be
Xpanded to :several screens, with erich;,4Vreen providing dissolves between slides. Movies can be interspersed

with the slates, if desired. It ls.alsa;PraCiical- to intersperse live narration with recorded audio if desired.
However. it was observed that special care had-to be taken-to avoid interference from radio and radar....

This systm was impleNented. Iyithin a Mission ApplicatiOns' Seminar, 'where the automated system
was utilied for fiveweeks and therl fremoVed to explore siodentandinstruccor acceptance, This field test
-and evaluatioiCas well as a..dLscussion of difficulties encountered in utoniating the room are.discussed in''

Appendix A.

There 'a number ,of proeramming systuns available from commercial A:erns- that will col
very complex a tons: Not only do they control te=sequenee of slides; they control the tinoing,
several ways.'can c and.fmoVies as.v.ell as 5141CS, and also control several associated p_ o

teas for. lighting and ad ttional devices. The Major differences'observed in applications of these types of
systems were the time ii1yt ved .and the attention to detail. Images are seldom suitable unlesS they are
prepared specific illy icUlar ppsentatioi%M/hor differences irt. exposure, format, or style'destroy
the presentation. 'Flic prese r `ation ineehanics are complex and specific operating procedures are required in
dev-eloping the program 'n in conduo,ting the presentation. MoSt successful presentations are manned by
personnel that hrive b.ev with the project from its conception anti devoted full attention to it over a
considerable -length of bie.- Attempts to by-'pasS these photographic 'and manning cpnsideration, and
assigning responstbility tally to unfrai eel personnel as an additional duty; leads to,disappointing restila

=

that are often, erroneous) blamed '-o hardware deficiencies, tattier than beinQ More appropriately
, .attributed to administrative

The potential instructionaL prove of this type of presentation appeared to While USAF is
making soluc use of this type of s cni, it is limitbd, It would appear that there many Era rung
situations that could braIistit marked frorp their use.

Another training are ppears to me attention is that of team training or crew coordina-
tion, It is one thing to train cacti individual to do. a task; it is another to train students tc interact with
other team meMbers. In thb first case, the performance cues are a result of the students cAlis.'St4
performed and: if Resqlt A occurs, the student continues to.the next step but iftoccurs, the student takes

.0'an alternate action. In team train= lie is often responding to the actions -of others or to tit results
obtained by another team member. The studelit is reskmding to feedback that goeslo someone el ,e -

'An instructional Strategy- (ticsigiled for this purpose) is the use o mr-track audio tape providing, .

instruction through' a four-channel radio transmitter, Students receive their individual instructions through
l'receivers in earphones, Since all four Lnstructipnal channels are recorded on one tape. close sync ronization

is obtainable. in a similar way, multiple screens and multiple audio channels can provide sy clironized
instruction to learn members to fdmiliarize them with tasks to be performed pi to summarize instruction
alet-iperformance. The mechanics and _electronics of Such systems are relatively simple .and the required
equipment is readily wadable through commercial suppliers'.
0



,
I f the systems, for supporting mthe' control of ult images or synchronize('

raining, require careful attention to courseware development and program suppoll., Obtaifiing
sophiSticated devices- does cot provide a -means for-wcothing tdil;Fut_,ulties in determining belt ural
objeihivt:s,,or in ideveloping instruction il material. The more complex syStems multiply, these- problems
rattier than eliminating them. Tlie devices can expand your C'apabilities, but they also intensify your:
problem.
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APPENDIX A: FIDtD TRI.

Field Trial of Modular System

The [nodular systein -was initial tried out at "Technical "`framing Division, Air Force Human ,Resources
Laboratory (AFHRL/TT), Lowry- Ai Force Base, Colorado. After it, had been put thfOugh ntnrwl
acceptance testing, it was fuether examined by Air Training,Command (ATC)' maintenance personnel to
estimate its maintainability. Most of 3ie components (projectors, cassette recorder players., and power
controls) were already.. within the inventory and had evidehcal good reliability and maintainability. The,
additiord units (Digi-Cue and Dissolvc;ILInits) were judged to.be state-of-the-art since they are all solid-state
devices using production printed circuit boardS(

.

A procedure was then developed for the' production of presentations. These techniques utilized the
cap ioned photo technique for developing' the visuals and utilized the`. classroom instructor to actually
program the cassettes. No special manuals were developed for the instructor, since'it appeared that the.-
typical supervising instructor could program his own presentation, usirigthe manuals supplied with the
equipment. The equipment was set un and a brief demonstration program prepared that was used asation to the various personnel in the project.

Rather thin field test the equipment at Opeiations Training Support Laboratory, (OTSL), it was
decided to 'initially field test the 'configuration at Lowry where closer observation would be available
without expenditure of travel fundsrThe Mission Applications:Seminar appeared to he a logical candidate
'Mg course is conducted on at least five ATC bases: It is attended by all airmen who enlist for the first
Ow. Thus,, it would appear to be representative of USAF training. Presently, this is a 4-hour orientation to
the U.S. defer ;e posture followed by a 2-hour discussion of how the student's specific Air Force specialty
code (AFSC) (career field) fits within, this 'prop-am...The presentation presently uses three slide Projectors-.
and two `16nun movie ;Projectors. One unusual feature is that the audio is a mixture Dr recorded audio andlive audio. This requires the use of the programmed stop feature within a multiscreen pregentation.

in both portions of the progam, liberal use is made of what they describe-as montage presenta-
tions. These are a series of images that change rapidly to the-accompaniment of music. To of the threeslide projectors are used to project on the left screen and right screen;, respectively. The third, with a shorterfocal length lens, covers the entire screen, The two movie projectors use the right and full (of -center)
screen, The intAt is to convey an overview of Department of Deferisb (DOD) and the. studera's future
career rather than specific information concerning actual 'duties. It might be eofisidered to be motivational
rather than instructive, assuming that- the positive connotation of "motivation" is taken. This requires arather large,number of images per hcinr-of inStruction. It also requires considerable practice and attention
on the part of the instructors it they are to present the sequences properly. At the present, one instructor
usually conducts the discusSion, while a second instructor handles the projectors in a projection booth at.the rear of the room. This difficulty is confounded by the fact that each career field requires its own unique
presentation on.' the day that those students attend. To simplify this, the section' chief developed atechnique that to this writer is commendable. The same music and the same number of slides are used in
depicting each AFSC. Tlik way the instructors learn one sequence that is used repeatedly, yet the visus,shown to the students are specific to their career field.

To field test the usability of the Modular Configuration, two portions of the Mission Applicator
Seminar (MAS) orientation_ were selected. The first portion, would, be the initial 4,hour segment (Phase' I)
that is common for all non-prior-service :airmen at all ATC Technical. Training Centers. The--presen to'sled. for this the task here was to-,convert it to an automated presentation. The second portion was tICook (AFSC 62230) montage as irepresentative of the orientations to specific breer. fields. This was onethe career fields for which they had -no material. The material was developed from the beginning. Thisenabled us to demonstrate the cap_ tioned photo technique as a- developmental technique 'as it applies tomultiscreen presentations.

Since this was being done as a demonstration project; and the existing conditions were considered to
be typical of conditions that were desired for the future; a serious effort was made to obtain measurements



of the time required in the conversion of the 4-hour.Phase J. The. 4 hours-includes discussion ped ds,4
breaks, and all other activities_. The automated portion of the presentation has a total running.time of abut
, hours. This isinterspersed 'frequently with the live narration °kite classroom instructor.

The conversion of.the 4-hour block was accomplished by the Chief of the MAS section. He is amtfter
sergeant and while he is 'Most conversant with the course and the multiscreen presentation used-he ha no
previous experience with the programming of such presentations to control. them .wifirthe-tope .recor er.
All of his experience was based on the instructor or the additional instructor in the control booth hand ing
the equipment. All told, if the time figures are in error it is probably on the short side it might-be wet, to
assume that somewhat more time nottless, would be required to make a similar 'conversion or to initially
program such a sequence. The automated sequence runs for 2 hours, uses eight trays of slides on six slidD
projectors and two 16mm movie project()

It required a total of -196 hours to
distributed as folloWs:

(1) Rewrite of Phase I to effeCtively
narration. Includes rewrite: typing an

(2) Reposition, edit, and splice 16mm flint
(3) Slide repositioning
(4) Recording taped narration-
(5) 'Worrying" narration tar5e with program

CC1nV

iz

this Phase I port

both live and taped
production

is course. This time

58 manhourS'
20 manhours

'24 marthours:
'7 ManhOuts
89 Manhours

198 marth

was

TOTAL TIME_

Comparable data are not available Nam .the Phase 11 montage for Cooks. The photography and lido
development was the major time requirement and this was accomplished by personnel,from this clivisfo on

a time-available basis with much 'of it combined with other division activities. Suffice it to say dm no
evidence was found to contradict the data presented in Smith (1975). That publication suggests that
developing a 100-slide presentation will require 91 hours if accomplished using captioned photos, 350 hours
if accomplished using graphics':and 214 hours if accomplished using ,gaphics to supplement duplicate
slides. The difference in quality, was as evident- as expected in subsequent duplications. The final mon age
used 74 slides and rurrs 4 minutes. Approximately 100 slides were initially prepared with final selec for
made by the instructor.

The classroom instructor, under' the sect on chief's supervision, was able to accomplish
ganiming without difficulty. The total time spent on programming after the slide sequence

tablished was about 2 hours for the two of them. One slightly unexpected observation was that whe
me' to actually accomplishing the programming to sequence the montage of slides with the hills cal

background used,Ahe classroom instructor had considerably better success than either the chief of:
section or the writer. Youth and sense of rhythm probably had much to do with it.

Installation of the equipment into the classroom was performed by personnel from Toining Servi es
Division, Lowry .AFB. These personnel had initially wired the room. It has a dual control capability with
the instructor having duplicate controls.on the podium for all projection:and lighting equipment. The only
mechanical difficulty encountered which might be of concern to the model' was that the projection booth
had provisions for two movie .projectors and three slid_ e projectors. Since the automated presentation
included dissolves, three additional slide projectors were required. This was accomplished by stacking the
projectors=in pairs and slightly increasing the height of the windows involved. The projection booths bupt
since have the larger windows. Retaining the Programmed Stop feature of the cassette recorder was
somewhat more difficult. As mentioned previously, this -feature is required so thatlive discussion can
intermixed with recorded programS. The normal functioning of the cassette recorder is offered-, i.e., when
the sync control for the programmer is.plugged into the recorder, the program stop circuitry is disengage

Contacting the manufacturer obtained the required infonnation to overcome this. The suggested solution
requires running one wire from the programmer back to the Remote Start/Stop jack on the recorder. A
programmed slide chpige on the appropriate channel results in the necessary stopping of -the cassette

recorder/player.

If more channels are required for projector control (three dissolve speeds for each of three pairs of

ctors plus two movie projectors plus one programmed stop requires 12 channels rather than 9),
r



the additional control can be obtained by altering the programming. The first three channels were L'cned
to the right screen. Only the two cables associated i.vith medium and slow dissolve rates were connected to
thedissolve unit. Activating channel one produces a medium -dissolve, channel two produceS a slow dissolve,

'one and two combined produces a quick dissolve, leaving channel dud free to activate the power control
which con trols the mOvie. The second series of three channels controllecrthe left screen in the same way._ -
The third series of three controlled. the center screen with the last channel (9) used-to provide Programmed
Stop since no moyie is required. -

This application requires a multiple screen preSentation using coinbinStion of recorded and, live
narration. The cassette- recorder used provides Plogronimed Stop in, normal use. However, this circuitry is
disengaged when the; programmer is connected to it, since plugging the cord from the programmer into the
SyncOutput jack .diseonnects this circuit. Mincorn Division, 3M furnished aniodification Of the 2570, that
in- epence allows- you to treat the recorder as a projector. Quoting from his letter,'"Tlie Digs Cue comviiand
produces a- momentary relay contract -closure of 0.4 see. By connecting these 'contacts of a dedicated
channel to R31-1, the desired effect is achieved-When the contacts close, 0308 discharges. When the
contacts open, -C308 rechargarta firing the SCR and energizing the stop soleiloid. Access to 831.1 is easily

-omplished by wiring the lower two (unused) pins orithe Jones Plug to R311." This modification should
he done by qualified maintenance persolinel_ who have access to the service- -manual' for the Wollensak
2570. The numbers fel-erred to are references to specific locations noted on the:schematic diagram provided
as Figure 6.2 of that manual. Restarting the recording is accomplished by connecting the push button used
by the instructor to a plug that is inserted into the Rernote Start/Stop jack.,On the Wollensak 2570 $r
2573, this is on the side near the speaker jack. A special 0.206" diameter jack is used to prev.ent inserting
the ,plug:into the xvrolig jack; Unfortunately, these are -rather unusual jacks and can be difficult to locate.
We were able to locate plugs- of the correct diameter, buCtliey were-too long. Wire was wrapped.around the
shank to effectively shorten it At time's, we have disconnected tire Preamplittput jack and used it instead..
If the reader desires more information on any of these modifications, encouraged to contact Training
Services Division, Lowry AFB, Colorado 80230.

When this system was tried mit before actual classroom implementation, fprind that all leatui
except the Programmed Stop were reliable. The Programmed Stop function worked reliably in terms-of
stripping the cassette player at the appropriate time. It comistently stopped at the desired point. Howeyer.
many extraneous Programmed Stops occurred that were not desired. Diseussitin with the designer of the
programmer, and with the electronic personnel withintAFEIRLITT andTraining Services Division ultimately,
resulted in corrective teChniques. Part of the unreliability was determined to have been- caused by noise
spikes generated by switch closure of the relays within the programmer. These were.initiallyquireted by a
r6sistor/capacitor von'thination being added acrosshe slide advance terminals within the proirammer..A set
vas added to each of the 9` channels, Additional spikes were encountered in the classroOni, apparently

caused by z6 radio transmitter located within, the building. These yibre dampened by placing u -0.1 mfd
capacitor arid'a 100 ohm resistor in series hear the plug going to the Remote Start/Stop jack of the cassette
player. Subsectucht- correspondence and discussions with 'factory personnel indicated 'that' While these
solutions were acceptable to thein and would not alter .warranties, they recommended. the use of G.E.
V40LA2A NII0Vs-(Metal. Oxide Varistors), These MOVs capable of handling 40 yolt spikes were added to
the protgammer in place of the previous resistor/capacitor combination. These solved the propienvand also -
noticeably reduCed the sparking obsdnied within the relays. It would appear that they will not only improve
the functionmg in this Particular configuration, but also incre.5' the life span of the linit in-laityuse: An
additional MOV was inserted in parallel iii.the cassette player classroom as a safety feature. With
these modifications, the coutiguration operated very reliably.

Evaluation of Modular System

To obtain an evaluation OT the classfoorn sin atrility of the equipment, the automated piogram v
implemented within the On-going MAS.- The automated,program was used exclusively during a 5-week trial
period. At the end of that time, the automated equipment was returned to AFHRL and-the seminar again
condueted as it had been before the. trial. In accordance with the intent of the study, -the evaluation was
directed primarily atlassroorn usability, acceptability to instructors and students', and Aniount
of information conveyed to students was not a factor as this is not an essential aspect of the seminar.

Before implementation, the instructors varied in their reaction to the proposed program. A few who.
w administratively responsible for the course thought it might have some advantages primarily in



eliminating the need for two instr c n each classroom. Many of tlr ins ructors- expressed considerable
misgivings about the project. Most of the reluctance appeared to center around a rather prevalent. feeling

IA the automated presentation would reduce,the instrActoes interaction With the student. Since this is a
motivaticinal course, an'intense, student-instructor interaction and dialogue is essential. The majority of
instructors could probably be described as being curious but not enthusiastic.

After the trial was over, the instructors were allowed a week to readjust to the non-automated mode.
They were then asked to write a brief statement summarizing their impreisions of the trial: Me to the small
number of instructors, no attempt was made at a formal questionnaire or structured interview.. It was felt
that unstructured personal comments regarding advattlages and disadvantages might be.more revealing. The
verbatum comments by the seven instructors involved are as follows:

a. Insures standardization' in mop-am amfallows instructor more-flexibility iii an'swerine questions.
Ile can stop the program at any time. Also allows more involvement with the class instead of
separating him from the class by the podium." Disadvantages: None.

b. ,Insures standardization in the information presented -to the students. Allows flexibility for the
instructors in the i!lasrooin. Disadvantages: Human error. Quality of all media must be excellent.
Anything ices is greatly amplified. Program errors must riot exist:"

oi Allows one instructor per class. Much 4nore freedom in classroom (wn stay away from podium-7
especially if we get a stop on films)." Disadvantages: Can't think of any.

d. Ability to move around -r get away from the podium. Disadvantages: The short delay in advancing
the slides:

e. "Ability to more'around more freely 7- and get inure involved with the-students while you are away
from the podium. it also gives you the chance to observe the students more when you are having-
discussions. Disadvantages: The short pauses.

The instructor can move around the classroom which spiv,: them more freedom. Can stop tile
program anytime the, instrocitir wants. (No disadvantages noted:1'

,

g. one insiructor to handle a class from start to finish by himself. This provides a good
continuity throughout the session. It gets the instructor from behind the podium and into a better
student/instructor relationship. The narration provides more opportunity for the instructor to be
aware of question sind promote discussion that is lost when the instructor Must read the !,csipt
Disadvantages: Once lou've:tried-it you don't want to go back (to mannal control)?

During the trial, a full -diy's demonstration/seminar was condiicted by Lowry MAS personnel for
representatives of Jig ATC, Randolph AFB, Texas and the MAS personnel of Chanute AFB, Illinois; Keesler
AFB, Mississippi; Lackland AFB, Texas; and Sheppard AFB, Texas. This group recommended that the
automated technique be .implemented within .allMAS classrooms.' At cthe conclusion of the trial, the
Couirminder, OAF School of Applied Aetospace Sciences, Lowry AFB forwarded a letter ta fig ATC-. The
following arc extracts from that letqr:

1.- We have completed our lest of automating Phase I clI. the Mission Application. Seminar. The initial
reaction from students and olir instructors has been extremely favorable. Students have responc10
with ,entlinsiasin to the variety bf.mcdia used in presentings-the seminars and the instructors have
appreciated and -capitalized oil the versatility -built-- into the automated program. The automated
equipment has proved to be 100% reliable during the 15 NoVember through 16 December 1976 test

d zero malfunctions during presehtation.

-.2. The following Lonelosions andireatromendations should assist you in deiclinining the easibilny 61
Phase I automation throughout the Co iii ina nd:

a. Tu properly present the automated version of MAS all-Centers must be equipped with-like
equipment. This is essential to- standardization throughout. the Coinmand stn_ d to insure that pre rims
developed by the OPR are corntratible with equipment used by all activities,

3. he automated sysidin prOvides for the electronic controrOf the presentation which in turn frees
one instructor Irem each classroom. It also providev more consistent pieSentation and enables the
instructor to concentrate more.on the Students rather than the mechanics of generating the right audio
visual device at the right time. While installation iind equipment may cost . in, the neighborhood of
53.000 per classroom, this will be virtually a one-lime expenditure, considering the life of the hi d
wire involved is rated at seven years.The resulting cost avoidance by eliminating the additional\
instructor is estimated at $10,000 per classroom (per year).

4. Based- on our test of autgniating Phase I of MAS and tlte. concept of the entire MAS piagrani. we
I realize many befiefits with this standardized, yet fully presentation7-Since

20



non-pdor-Service airmen are exposed to MAS, it is important that they,w
in the same manner and intent that was originally conceived. Automating
that objective. Benefits include but will not be limited to

Reduced 'manpower required for classroom present'
b. More effective utilization of ,instructoi personnel (program update, devel

he information
accomplishes-

c. Req,uccd training time required for qualification of instructors.
d. Increased reliability of presentation:

Inereakd instructor/student interaction.

5. In. addition, a fully automated dissolve presentation tested for comiiputtbility with this system.
Th'e use of the quick cut, normal dissolve and slow dramatic dissolve /add. markedly tO the
presentation. With equipment described herein, the provam can be initiated without the disSolve
feature and the .dissblyes gilded later at minimal expense without repladement or modification of
existingsquipment or facilitiesf

6. One last point has become clear as result of this test. It is imperative that -1

highest quality to insure reliability and maintainability of the programmed informatio
presenytion. '

7. While this discussion has been primarily -restricted to Phase I, an miploration of phase iI material
was conducted. This indicated that the equipment described is botO compatible,With, and adequate

. for, Phase II presentations.

Two comments are appropriate regarding this ATC evaluatibn, The istructors commente on an
Undesirable pause in changing slides. In the normal situation using slides inn briefing, the instructor has
remotecontrol in his hand. When he completes A topic and wants to'advaned onto ,the 'next; he depresses
the slide advanceibutton. It takes about U.S seconds before the next image is on the screen. In the
configuration used here, fthe same remote control is used and-the instructor again has it in his hand.
Ho-wever, when he depresses the advance button it actually activates' the tape recorder rather than the
projector. The recorder has to get up to speed, respond to a slide advance impulse and then it activates the
programmer which in turn activates the dissolve unit thich activates the projector. All of this only takes
abut two seconds, fiut the difference is. noticeable.. With practics, the delay 'can be minimized. But the
problem does have to be kept in mind -while making the initial tapes. Pauses between topics-should be
minimized..

The'seCond comment is o re-emphasize the point made by the instructor who commented, "quality
of all media must be excellent. Anything less is,greatly amplified.",Tnis is definitely correct. WheCtwo
slides are on the screen side by side, differences.and defects are emphasized geatly. The differences inZior
balance, contrast' ratio,. and density between an miginal slide and a duplicate slide can if times be over;.
looked when they are presented one, after another in a Multiscreen presentation where they are presented
side by side, the differences are.g,laring. The same is, truefof the audio tape. The impulse track is particularly
sensitive to imperfections. If one word in a narration is muffled, the listener can in from context and}
may not even notice the defect. If any one impulse-in art automated presentation is muffled, the entire
presentation is ruined



ULTISC.RBEN SYST

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THIS MANUAL ,

llte material in this-1-titartual is -discussed in narrative _form first. During this discussion you.are _
come touse the evipnient if you desire to folloW the prbdaiirel by actually.doing them.

--- -' EXERCISE -Following the discussion or each task, there is a PRACTICAL' E. .For 'these you ..must.:
actually -accomplish each step.- As you'' proceed, through, _complete each numbered 'step. in the exercise
before going on to the next. Also, complete each PRACTICAL EXERCISE befr..ii*I.g h.to the next.

..

task. Assistance is available if needed._ ' :: . -- '.
This manual was prepared for the in-service training of personnel aociated with the ,Media Design

and [valuation Section Force. litmnan Resburces Libotatory,' LeoVry Air Force Base, Colorado. While
. .

its general procedures arc representative of -many rnultiscreen pre ntation systems, some of the specific
instructions shotikl ProVide a model to guide you in establishing eific procedures for your unique

--:,application.

1_ Presentation of Trerecorded Program

.-:.iTo provide a practical demonstration of the ARION DIGITAL PROGRAMMING System and to
clarify some of the concepts and procedures; one specific example will be used intially. The example used
here'will be the Digi-Cue portrort or "Techniques of Utilizing Multiscreen Presentations." Before continuing
with these instructions, Obtain four slide trays and the, audio cassette for that program. These will proyfde
an example of a two screen presentation using two, projectors on each screen (Figure I3I): Other_ configura-
tions would_be similar, varying only in using more or lessgquipMent; Le., .if you wish to use three projectRrs
on each screen, then obviously the additional projectors would have to be used.-.

OD 0
FADER- UNIT A

U U
FADER uNIT-p,,

cnm Br7-
=M:)

iqgure 131. Eqpipment configuration for dual.screen four prof for pr ation:
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Fotir Ektagraphic AF-2 slide projectors are ret uned. T b project on eqch of the two screens. The
projectors for:the'lell screen are the A set. The protect fo creerVe B. The tolitirojector in
each set is nuirtg one. The bottom_ is number two Considerable care is required in assuring that the
projected irnagen each screen arc registered and the two screens present images that are properly Aligned
and of the same size. Set-up slides shbuld be available 'in. slot 79 of veil of the four trays. The red slide iti

the number one projectors and blue in the number, two projectors sit-gild simplify this task:,

Take bare that all projectors are focused and lined. L IT NOW. 4

After the projectors are focused, set the sliding sWir6 to FAN; i.e., projectors are turn cLon but the
lamp is off. The DECODER will turn on the lamp and adxalice the slides through signals tothe FADER
unit. If the projectors are, lccidently left in ,the ON position (high or low).the slides will be advanced'
properly but the _image wilt always be Projected_on the screen. This will interfere with the image from..
other projector.

, I

Each screen requires a904 FADEVNIT (Figure'82 lig projectors this must be plugged into
standard AC recAi.:le. 'IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT T FADER: UNIT. AND 'ALL PROJECTORS
CONTROLLED BY I- BE ON THE SAME PH HE-AC LINE. Do not plug the FADER into one
circuit and the projectors into another. One simpleMethod of assuring proper phasim-is to plug all ,i its
into ii portable power outlet strip. This phases the units and also enables you to turn on all three cleviceS as
a unit. Due to the,zather heavy to required for the projection lamps, it is desirable to plug one FADER
and its projectors into one circuit s and the other FADER' and its ctors into another'Alie rest or the
equipment does not use enough current to cause concern.
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The -FADER that controls the left screen is designated A; the one for the n screen is tlesignated B.
Thus, you have FADER UNITS A and B, each with a projector one and a projector two; i.e, a,FADER and
set of projectors for each screen area.

Each FADER contains three modules and a power unit. Each module can Control one projector. The
cord from they module plugs into the AF-2 as if it were a remote_ The FADER can control three project
but we are only using two. Use modules one and two and just leave three unused. ;

4. Decoder Connections

The DECODER (Figure B3) takes the digital signals from the tape recorder and decodes them so that
it cap control the projectors throUgh the FADER units. The DECODER is connected to the FADER by the
flat 14 -wire cable. On the rear of the DECODER:there are seven 14ipin male receptacles and-One standard.
phone jack: The set of three 14-pin receptacles is 'labeled PROJECTOR OUTPUTS. Plug cable A into
PROJECTOR OUTPUT A and caye into PROJECTOR OUTPUT B. Redeptacic C on the DECODER is
not used in this example but could be used to control a third set of projectors..

COMMAND
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B3. ARION 965 digital decoder plug-in points.

PLUG THE CABLE IN WITH THE CABLE C NG DOWN FROM THE PLUG. Be careful not to useforce on the plugs; they are delicate. Once dr iris are connected, they are normally left unchanged for
considerable periods of time. While the u s can be taken- apart and reassembled as many times as youdesire; the type of presentation used- th this type of equipment usually' dictates a rather stable set-up:
This is the main =soil that most of the equipment is probably already hooked up for you now. However,
finish the instructions to verify that It is' correct. You need to know how to hook it up so that you can addto it or move, it.

5. Connecting the Decoder and Recorder

The PECODER is connected to the TAPE RECORDER by simply inierting (I'm end of a-stalidard
phone plug into the COMMAND INPUT jack on the back ,of the DECODER and into the SYNC OUTPUT
jack on the top of the Wollensak 3M 2570 CASSETTE RECORDER. There is no volume' control for this
outlet, it is faC:tory set to the iiccissary I volt P/P output. If a reel-to-reel recorder is used, plug into the
right channel speaker outlet. Sornejs-iolunic adjustment might be required to obtain reliable perfomiance.



Boat the DECODER ECORDER are plugged into a standard 115 VAC outlet. It is not
necessary, to matar the pl ase _f these units and ther.draw very little power so -there arc o special

, _

considerations in plugging them in However, by this-iimo; you have a total of eight different u is plugged
into the l'15 VAC outlets. Eacli must be both plu(20edin and turned on. Omitting any one oft operations
ruins the entire presentation so a very systernatic-,approach musL-be used In our lab, units arc left.
plugged into their outlets and are left turned on Thd.slidenrojecfors are left with..,th power set at FA
When' he slide-trays are first put on, this setting'may be changed while you are setting up and focus' the
projectors, but the switches are returned to FAN when the set-up is complete 11 iilc -the trays rt ay have
been reversed to project the focus'slides in slot 79, when the presentation is started they need to be set to--.
slot one After initial set-up, the trays will autonmtically return to this slot one position. This operation is
called, HOMING and will be discussed later. To make the turn-on somewhat simplecr, in the lab we have all
115 VAC controlled from the central console. To turn on the system the main power has to be on. The
DECODER and CASSETTE RECORDER have-their own switches. All of the unitS for the left (A) screen-
areare controlled_ by a single-button but the -comparable series for the right (13) uses the_bottorn three buttons:
The difference is due to matching the phasing of the 11,5 VAC. The normal buttons for _us to use fortke
right, screen were-. 'phase. the buttons nom:Thy-Used for the left "screen are not in phase,

-requirm' g theliso-O(a;power strip. -This is siMpler in that it requires only one control button but it does add
an'additional -01tensiOri cord into the system.

.'The essential' requirement is to employ a procedure so obvious that you can follow it blindly since
you will probably be talking to a group while turning it on during an actual presentation. Any.one error on
y9ur part will probably require aborting the presentation'and starting over which is' highly undesirable. You
must develop a very ritualistic and simplistic turnzpn.procedure.

To facilitate this turn -un procedure here,. al1-1,15' VA(..'..1s.contr011ed through the master panel with the
'buttons named. All of the buttons associated. with 'iiornial presentation are blue Therefore, you should be
able to activate the entire system by depressing' the -blue buttons, ALWAYS DOUBLE CHECK THE
TURN-ON BEFORE ANY PRESENTATION" SINC1 THE PROJECTORS ARE USED FOR- MANY
PURPOSES AND THE WIRING COULD BE CHANGED.

6. Step-by-Step Turfi-On Procedures

On Console, turn-on N. POWER.

2. On main 'console, pr s (illuminate) all blue ,buttons; i.e., -CASSETTE' RECO' ER, DECODER,
SCREEN A,SCREEN B, PROJECTOR 3. and PROJECTOR 4.. As the buttons are pressed, double check
each device in turn to assure that i't turns on.

3. Focus and aini,all pkijectors.
.4. Check slide trays: Tra s Al , A2, BI , and 132 should be o9 the appropriate projector with the number on

the tray centered in the I in of the projector. If tray is nth centered, depress the HOMING button on the
DECODER and hold it for :bat 2 seconds. This,will start, the HOMING sequence which reverses the slide
trays. The sequence will continue after you release the button. To stop the sequence, depress.theHOMING..
button momentarily. These are special trays modified for this purpose and will stop the trays with slide one
ready to.lprojected. This HOMING can be accomplished after each presentation to return, the trays to the
beginning so you are k ady for the next-showing. It should be noted that the firstslido goes in slot one, not._,
in /cro. You may have to advance the trays one :slide if the trays removed from the projector.

..-.-.

5. Place cassette in CASSETTE RECORDER.

6. Just.. before beginning the presentation. depress the IIONIING butto '_momentarily (1/4 second). This
will reverse the projectors one stop. If any projector iies\reverse; d press HOMING again until all
projectors are at, the beginning." Also, listen as.you release the HOMING I utton to make sure none of the
projectors advance. With the speebl, trays, if the trays aria in the correct position they will stay there.
However:the projectors often advance one slide for unexplained reasons when any equipment is turned on
or Off..This- momentary despreSsing the HOMING will assure that the slides are-aQlot one.

7_ Play the program. 1-1(?ine projectors and rcwind



7. 909 Electronic Memory Programmer

Ekplaining jflie PROGRAMMER (Figure B4) is a little. bit like describing typewriter for- the first
time. There are a number of ideas that have to be discussed before ',-you can start typing. There are the keys
that produce the letters, but unfortunately you also have to describeihowi to put the paper in, the space bar,
The margins,. the back space, etc. As soon as you can get itarted typing, tan the whole keyboard starts to
make. sense. The PROGRAMMER is ..very similar; once you get the, programming started the& are really
only-a very few keys to push.

A

a

CCAlmArip

ELEciRciC mEmoRy
programme,

zFi tiro B4.. ARV3N 9.09 'electronic memory programmer keyboard.

,:To- try. to make it easier, we will first go through some of the mechanics of the PROGRAMM
without having it hooked into the system. That *ay you do not have to reset projectors each time y u-
start. After-you.-becomq familiar with the PROGRAMMER, we will hook ifiAto the rest of the system. For
now, just,tum on the PROGRAMMER--button on The, main console. All of the othjr_ device s can be off. The
PROGRAMMER has a father heavy fan -in it that you will hear when it comes on. As with any electronic _

device, do not block the air flow through the unit or it will overheat rapidly.

This portiOn of the manual will consist of two gections: The first part is a narrative description of the
unit. This wilitte followed by a Practical .Exercise in which you are requested to actually operate the unit.

a. Memory . Operate: On the right of the ;PROGRAMME are a set of keys labeled MEMORY
OPERA*. Tliek-operate the memory within the unit. They enab e you to add to the memory, to rase
parts of it, and to find different parts...of-the program that is store %in the memory. One word of warning,

.

thismemory lasts only as long as the ,unit- is turned on. Any time you turn the power off,' the `entire
biriory is erased.

The STORE key is used when you want to store informatii in the memory. There are two LEDs
(red lights) in the midlle of board. When the top one is- illuminated, it indicates that you are STORING
information into the memory the programming you are doingis being -added to that yop have previously
done. If it is not 4m. the memory is not being changed; i.e.; ,:ipi can practice

. ,,. ot

Depressing ally of the other MEMORY OPERATE keys will turn off the STORE function. Again, his -
is ind'cated by thelzApper LED,: .

EL Stands for DELETE. If you depress it hile STORING a program, you will erase that step from
mmthe eory. ,

The TOTAL key will show you the total number of cues you have pro',grammed. The number will be
77-4

shown in the MEMORY DISPLAY -i_ the right-hand side. When you first turn the device on, thiswill be an-

.
automatic 024.

STEPDepressing' th.FfSTLP_key will a vance you through the piogram one ste at a time. It is often used to
,

check the Prograni-Tor accuracy. If you hold the but-ton down, the unit wil cycle through the program at a ,

rate of 25 per second and strip on the last c"..tic. This is referred is FORWARD SCAN, It is very
convenient when you want to add to the end of a program

The BACK SPACE is similar to STEP but in the other diredion. Depressing it ightly will back the
--)gram up one bue. Holding it down will cycle.the. proOam backwards at 25-cis" -per second. Unlike the

STEPOs cycle does not stop at the hegMning but starts over and continues the cycle. This is referred to as
REVERSE SCAN. .

The RESET key moves the display and the memory to the fii t cue in the program.



The long EXEC: ITE key is used to "release" the cue to the recorder or DECODER.

h. blaster KCYS. To the left:Atthe nitniory keys are two MASTER keys. They determine how the
projector will behave when its tamp,is turned off. -X calls for the. cirojectOr to advance to the next-slide. 11
calls for- the-projeetorlo hold_ at this slide by not advancing. The most used key is X and it has been made

`automatic. All lamp commands will be X commands unless the H is'clepressed.

c. PI/Inland Keys. The COMMAND keys select which protector ,receives the command. When you
arc ac iallr programming, these are tlitif? keys that usually result in the command going out to the
pro)c ors. IrSuspeet that is where the name,came from. The 0 is for no projectors-. The 2 and 3 designate
proj ors' =I'd can be used individUally or in any-Combination depending ortwhich prOjectors are wanted.

ilicilkiry-Disptery: The MEMORY DISPLAY shows the commands and their numbers. If you-will
turn the PROGRAMMER off' for a few seconds and then on again, the number 014 will aPpear- in'the
windoW. This is just a number that automatically comes on atthe beginning; As ybp,pkgrain, the number
here_ will indicate the cue you are on. Now, depress the SrCiRElcey and then the COMMAND key I,t hree
times. By tbli. V',/otel CUE in the window there should be a number one. ITyou look at the-left -hand side tif
the X ke!y3tou will see the number one. The H three. The I in the window indicates that the cue is an
X (projectors to autoinatically advance after fading the lamp off). In the upper right corner of the window
is another one (I) indicating that this is the first cue. At the bottom of the window are three areas labeled
A B, 'and- C. The, lette.rs indicate 'the FADER UNIT or screen area. Above each letter are three -LEDs
(light-emitting `-diodes) that indicate the specific projector. If you look- closely, you-will be able to see that
the first cue calls for.tUrning on projeetor onc in each FADER UNIT.

gatch this series of LEDs as you depress COMMAND key numlier two (2). The second LED Under A
will illuminate. The other windows are blank since you have not yet iqic-ated what you want the other
FADER UNITS to do. The first time you depress a COMMAND key it automatically goes to FADER A.
Tha second goes to 13, and, third to C. At this point the cue is automatically transferred into memory. -You
will hear a soft click as the information is sent to memory and-the cue number will advance to 2. Depress
COMMAND key 2 twice incire and observe The total MEMORY DISPLAY will-now indicate that the
cue was for an X (I) it is second cue, and all three EVADER UNITS,-have projector,--tWo turned -on. If all
of the projectors for any. FADER were to Bc turned- ofr; therchkvould beno LEDs indicated for that
FADER

Practice -an this until you ar_ mfortable with it. If the STORE light goes out, just deptess.the
STORE key again to reinstate it IlWilf go out anytime you depress a' MEMORY OPERATE key other than
STORE. -Vice that the 'number of cues is counted and displayed in the upper right corner of the
MEMORY DISPLAY. Use the STEP, BACK SPACE,:--TOTAL, and RESET keys until you are familiar with
them. Do not wprry about tic, DELETE at this time. We will discuss it shortly.

We. have some code ;beets that we use to develop programs. Figure B 'is a sample. The cues we are
working .011 now are listed under COMMANDS in the middle of the' rage. RESET the PROGRAMMER and
depress the STORE key:

. The first conimand is 000 000 000. The circles re resent the_ projectors for three FADER
UNITS. II, the circle is black, it indicatbsAat this projectbr should be on 00 000 000 indicates that none
of the Projectors_ are on ;- Le.; the screcnis blank. This also turns off any irojectors that may'. be on This 4
command is always used -as the first and last conunand to assure that all projectors are off and 1*w:ides for
a standard way of starting a presentation._ It is accomplished by depressing the 0 COMMAND key three-
successive tim ,es. ii.

The second command 1. 000 000 000. rrs --Thdieates that 13-ii*to'r -one should be turned on by
FADER UNIT A and that no ctors arebeing used by eithersFADER B or C. It is entered by depressing.
COMMAND key I and 0 then 0 again. The third cue is -11100, 11100 000. It is entered -shy depreSsing
COMMAND key 1: 'hen I, then 0. If the projectors had been turned on during this, the first cue would_
have pxoduced a J.ilank screen. The second would have projected a- slide onto- die,leffsereen. The thitd
would retain the image-on the left screen and add an image on the right screen.- .

We are only ((sine two projectors on e'ratli ofithe'ifirSt two FADER UNITS. As a result, programming'
ojecter 3 will be the same as_progrAming.lor -prai4ctor 0-since there is no third projector. By the
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same token, -V makes no difference what cue you give FADER C since it is not turned en. However, the
PROGRAMMER stores thecue automatically only when it has a cue, for all three FADERS, i.e., you will
hear the click and see th6- transfer only after it has had three COMMANDS. When using only two FADER
UNITS, this is simplified by always calling for' 0 on the FADER C..Ort the code' sheets, the column for

s..
FADER C is justieft blank.

Return to the beginninghy depressing the RESET key and reprogr f nt.the first 18 cues. Do not forget
to depress the STORE keybefore beginning because using the RESET key has turned it off. This is a safety
feature that protects the program from accidentally' being changed when you do not want to It is a little
like having to depress the RECORD button on a tape recorder. JUnless you do it you are not recording. DO
IT NOW.

With these 18 cues left n memory, depress RESET again. Now go through the program a _step at a
by pressing STEP. Check- the LEDs in the disPlay against your programming slieet-to see if you

M
-.-

ade any rrors.

Practices this as much as you like.
certain you are comfortable with this..

do this wi hout trouble, the rest is easy. hut 'm

Digital Decoder

The DECODER is the decoding element of the Arlon system. It decodes the digitally-doded cues from
the tape or the PROGRAMMER and translates them Into the impulses used by the FADERS to control
projectors. .

Pruitt, Oh the front of the- DECODER {Figure B6) are two switches and three indidator lints. The
two switches are on the right of the faceplate; The top switch is POWER. It turns the unitvor and off. There
is an indicator light to the side out to show when the unit is on

N

121 121
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ease

Figure B6, ARION 965 digital 'decoder front view.

The bott-am switch is for HOMING. This is discussed in inure detail in Sectiott4f3.---,11 you move the--,
HOMING switch to lite left; ill projedtors will reverse one slide if any slide other than-nuniber one is in the
projectoCifthe first slide isin the projector, the projector will go 'through the reverse cycle bathe tray
will not reve7k. The specil :Arlon trays are modified by replacing one of the pins with a steel wire to

:accomplish this. Holding- HOMING to the left. briefly, the unit will electronically .time the impulse and
reverse the projectors one slide. If you holt- HOMING to the left for a full second, the-projectors will--
continue--to reverse. Depressing the HOMING switch a second time Slaps the cycle. The indicator light is on ,
during the 11.0MING'operatiOn.

Tlic center light indicates that ,the unit is receiving data from the recorder or PROGRAMMER. If a
prei'dcorded tape is being played, this light is ON as long as the DECODER is receiving the signals from the
tape recorder: When the DECODER is connected to the PROGRAMMER with the standard phone jack, this
light is also' op continuously if bbth units are turned on. When the DECODER and PROGRAMMER are
connected witli the 14-pin flat ribbon cable, the indicator light will be off inost of the time. It will light up
momentarily when the EXECIITE bar is depressed.



`The Main- area of the front of the DECODERiis covered with a red plexiglass panel. This panel is
divided vertically,mth columns-and horizontally into rows. The rows are labels A, B, and C and represent :-
thd three FADER units. These rows also reveal the various circuit boards within the DECODER. You can

into these bv using the handles on' the end of the plexiglass panel. Thd casual operator will not have
occasion to handle these boards.

The columns on the display panel are designated by letters at the top of the column. The letters
indicate the type of Oe that is beihg decoded. Within each column, LEDs behind the numbers 1, 2, and 3
indicate the specific slide projectors or functions involved.

The first (X H)
light mornentarily as
stay on if the conic
projectors; the A, B, a
also be on. It is impo
that are presently proj
this indicates the foil_
Programmer display a
cues are being execute
the DECopER after, it

The Arlon unit 1
the capability to contr
movie projectors, view
on electronic test equi
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Turn it off when ties
developed inning these

The only use ma
sequence.

The LED un
fadeo-ate changes,
LEM-stay on. If none
a 16-second fade. The

Back . On the ba
and a cifeuit br aka.

olyi-on indicates th rojectors that are on, The LED just under the X or the H will
cii.li"unp cue is decoded. The LED in back of number 1 in row A will come on and
d for 'the Sift projector on FADER unit !A. The 1, 2, and 3 indkate the

d Crows indicate the FADERS. When the LED is lit, the associated projector should
apt' t6 note that, this display indicates the current screen image; i.e., the projectors
cting. As such, it is often different from the display in the PROGRAMMER since

wing cue- you are creating-the program and are. storing cues in memory, the
dihe Decodec display arc the same if both units are'tumed on. However, when the

from Memory, the PROGReMERialways shows the cue before it is executed and
has beenexecuted.

as ma.ny;capabilities_that are not discussed in this manual. One of the major ones is
)1 Several:Momentary and several latching relays. These can be used to control lights,
aph projectors, and the like. In a training environment, they could be used to turn

'nent or tools- example, if you were teaching a student to solder, these latching
turn on the 'soldering iron so that it- was hot when the student needed it and then

it progressed beyond that point. Rather elaborate training applications could be
e it would' be relatively easy to control a dozen or two dozen relays.

iere of this portion of the Arion system is the use of K-1 and K0 in the HOMING

he will light momentarily whenever a fade or time interval is decoded. When a
'T LED will lightiuomcntarily and the 123 LED pattern will change. The 123

are lit, it indicates an instant fade rate. If all three LEDs are illuminated, it indicates
ill set of rates is given in Table 131 in Section 11 "Fade Time Code."

of the DECODER (Figure B7) are seven 14.phi male receptacles, two phone jacks,
connecting the system together, some of these were discussed.
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Tlie. FADER UNITS are connected to the DECODER via the three receptacles labeled A, B, and C.
Make certain that the cable goes down from the receptacle. It helps, to mark the ribbon cables to assure that

30



receptacle A is connected to FADER A. Marking the cables A, R, and C is the simplest way. This avoids
interchang1ng two cables. When you are first setting up the systern, you usually- have time to trace _the,
cables and assure that they are correct. Many times, howeVer, you will find yourself in a situation where the
cables are removed from the unit requiring that they. be replareck-If Yon-are under pressure at that time, it
is easy to interchange---two. This results in a presentation that ts -obviously not running properly but the

or is often dereptivelY difficult to diagnose and correct-. When you have this many components-inter-
connected, Murph9.75.1aw takes Charge with a vengeance. Especially, if the audience is seated.

The ,phone jack Marked CcimmAND. INPUTS is used to ccect the DECODER to either the
PROGRAMMER or the recorder. The 14-pip receptacle is used only when :Using the DECODER to
automatically stop the recorder. Incidentally, you can do ,this' with. the Wollensak 2570 series cassette.
recordershy coming in thru the responder jck. You cannot use the STOP feature within the recorder since
pligging into the sync output jack disengages this circuitry. An accessory cable is required for this. This was
discussed in detail near the end of the Section II report body.

The 14-iiin PROGRAMMING receptacle is used to connect the DECODER to the PROGRAMMER
when-you want to see the projected iniage while you are generating the program. With this reeptacle
interconnected with its mate on the PROGRAMMER, you cart watchthe 'projected images while. STORING
flie cues in memory.

9, Programming General

To operate the slide projpctOrs from the PROGRAMMER, complete the set-up procedures for a
presentation. All units except the cassette :recorder will be used. Next, connect the PROGRAMMER to the
DECODER. To do this insert a phone plug into the upper phone jack on the back of the PROGRAMMER
(Figure___B8) : Insert Ithe other phone plug into the jack on the rear of the DECODER (Figure 97 in previous
section). There is a jack under the words COMMAND INPUTS. It is the same jack used for connecting the

_recorder to the DECODER. If only one connecting cable is available, it can be unplugged from (lie recorder
and inserted into the PROGRAMMER. It -is convenient to use two airds while you are putting the
commands onto the cassettes but other than that only one cord_ is required. -
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A 14-pin cable connected between the DECODER

PROGRAMMER JACK -on the 'DECODER,
JACK on the PROGRAMMER and the

.Since interrupting the power to the PROGRAMMER erases its memory, it is usually wise to unplug it
from its normal plug a It plug it into outlet..Then if you use the MAIN POWER switch to turn off
the 'projectors and I rs you do not Wilt; memory. Losinginemory is usually not serious if the program has
beefiwritten mut. I Iwever, the lost time does add up if you lose the memory by cutting the power every
time the -phon . Having the PROGRAMMER on a separate line helps. Turn all-units on.

Return There arc additional copies of it. Take one out and keep it with you. Until now
we have beet1pc mg- Figure B5 to turn on the LEDs in the PROGRAMMER. We will now translate.thetu into
images on (11e screen.

TWo points have to be kept in
projectors on-each of three screens. Whil.

nd before starting. First, the 909 was built to control three
we are only using part of this capacity, we have to program the



The major place this affects uL is in the number_ of commands that it takes to makeup a -eve." A cue is
complete only when you have told all three FADER UNITS what to do. We will adjust for this by just
continually telling FADER UNIT C to do 'nothing.

The second point is that you always, have toy tell the unit exactly what you want at each step. The
unit has been devised to do a lot of things automatically. For example, the automatic X makes it so that it
will always advance to the next slide unless you specifically tell it not to. However, if you want an image to
stay on the serteh when the other screen changes, you have to-tell it to stay there. You do this by repeating
the previous command. dote that a COMMAND is-what you tell any one FADER (thus projector) to do,
while a CUE is the full set of three COMMANDS (one to each FADER) that areparfonned together.

With these points in mend, and with all units turned on, we will start to piogram. At The top of each
CODE SHEET we have repeated the instructions ALWAYS START PROGRAMMING WiTt4RESET AND
STORE. Keying RESET sets the memory tothe beMtning. If the unit has-been turned off, the begiOning is
indicafa, by the number 024 appgling-- trre4stEmoRy DISPLAY of the PROGRAMMER Keying
STORE will turn on the red LED next to it.

Cue= one is-000 000 000 L- all projectors off. Yan'have to trB each FADER to turn an zero projectors;
The first group of 000 represents' FADER A. The second set represents FADER B and,the trlird represents
FADER C. Each circle withih the group of three represents a specific. projector If the circle is filled in the
projector should be' on. If the circle is open, the projector should be off. 000 indicates that the first
projector is on the sec V and third are off. We are not using the third projector so it is always.0. To
accomplish this '000 000 000 'cue, .ire the 0 command autton three successive times. Always start each
program with this command. In the ev A that a projector is erroneouslyon, this will turn it off. It is a good
safety practice.

Cue two is 000 001)000. The first circle in the first sends is. filled in indieating that FADER A should
um on its first projector. FADER B continues to haverlio Projectors on:This is accomplished by keying

the. COMMAND key I then 0 and 0 again. When you complete this, an image Should appear on the left
screen.

Cue three is 000 000 000. This tells 'FADER A to leavesits lamp-on and for FADER B in. turn on the
lamp in projector one. An image should now appear on 'the right screen to cornplement the one that
remains on the left screen.

Cue four calls fro 000 000 000. FADER A continues to project its image but FADER B changes to
projectdr two. You would key I and thati 2 then 0. Noticohat a number of thing have actually happened '
here. You have told. FADER A to continue to show its image. You have told. FADER B to turn off the
lamp in projector one and to advance that projector to the next slide while at the same time turning on the
lamp in projector two. That is a lot of information. It is all, executed as a single cue.

Cue five is 000 000 000. Again the left screen continues, but the irnagezn the right screen changes.
FADER B turns on the lamp in projector One again but since it has advanced it is a new image. At the same
time it douses the lamp in projector two and advances it to be ready for its next slide.

Cue six calls for 000.000 000. You key in COMMANDS 2 0 0. The left screen changes; the right
screen goes blank.

Cue 7 is 000 000 000. Observe the LEDs in - the MEMORY -DISPLAY as you key 'in these.
COMMANDS. Keying the first '2 results in the second LED in the Tirst series being illuininated. These .LEDs
illuminate immediately when you key in the COMMAND rather than waiting .for theAll_eue. The display
for FADER B and C are blank since you have not given them a COMMAND yet. As you ay in the second
2, the LED in the seconderies illuminates. Asirou key in the 0 for FADER C, the CUE is complete and
the PROGRAMMER releases it to the DEGOITER and FADERS. All windows are blank waiting' for the
next series of COMMANDS.

. if you are not certain what COMMAND yoU gave FADER A or B you can check it by looking at
these LEDs. If you had made an error, you can erase the incomplete cue by depressing the .X button. Then.
key in the-correct COMMANDS.

Cue in number eight and nine.



At this point we want to stop progranlm ing and see what we have accomplished. To do this, key in
000 000 000 which turns off all projectors. Always complete any programmi_ng with this cue sok that all
projectors are off. While the PROGRAMMER loses its memory when the power is turned off, the

_ DECODER and FADERS do not If you discontinued-after completing elle nine and turned off the system,
the next time the system was turned on, the cue would still be active and the projectors That were
illuminated as you finished Would-e-ome on again. This throws the next preientation out of sync. ALWAYS
START AND END NNW PROGRAMMING WITH 000./000 000. Even if you are onl _gbing-baek to check
the program you arellning, key in 000 000 000.- When you again go into STORE to c ntinue programming,,
replace the 000 000 000 With the next cue as if, you were making a correction.

In the rest of this inanual-, we will at times abbreviate the cues to digits, rather than the symbols; i.e., 2
_I 0 rather than 060 000 000. However, Jo not forget that the 0 isjmuch 'of a_COMMAND'as_any other1.,ra
number 7 yOlt do have to key in theACOKMAND.

Return all projectors to their ,heginning by using the HOMING switch to the DECODER_No.w
WITHOUT TURNING. OFF THE PAOGRAMMER, key the RESET BUT-TON. This should automaile'ally
take the unit out of STORE. Red light goes out. The MEMORY DISPLAY indicates that the memory has
returned to cue one.

----#
.

-
While you were programming the MEMORY DISPLAY displayed the''cue as, you entered it so that

ypusu'ould verify.its accuracy. If it is not what you anticipated, you can correct if before continuing. When
you -are replaying from memory, the MEMORY DISPLAY shows the next cue coming up. This is what yOur
program-will advance into. If you depress EXECUTE, this cue will be released into the DECODER which
results in the first-cue being displayed On -the screen. Cue one is for a blank'sereen (0 0 0). The MEMORY
DISPLAY shows that the next cue 'calls for the left screen to be illuminated. Keying EXECUTE again:,
releases this cue resulting in projector one FADER A being illuMmated. belt time the MEMORY DISPLAY,f
will -indicate the next cue in the prograin -And keying EXECUTE will release this etre resulting in the desired--
image elia -ge. The LEDs M the .DECOIDER show the present position of the projected images. It is,.
therefore, ne cue behind the PROGRAMMER. Use EXECUTE to complete theil 0 cues.

Now,\I-10ME projectors and reprograni,_ all of Figure B'S. Remember to key RESET and STORE
before starti4g, to program. This assures that, you are at the beginning and that the program is being
STORED into memory. When playing back, Spin depress RESET but not STORE since you want t© play
hack out of *rnory, not add to it. In either event, you always key RESET before starting to assure-that
you are at cue one. The exception to this, of course, would be when you arc developing.a prograM and
want to continue where you left off. You would use STEP or BACK SPACE to get to the starting point.

Return to tl e beginninRand play it back.

Pr=actice this ntil you arc comfortable.
... .--, It is probable t iat you have 28 cues stored in the memory of the PROGRAMMER at this point. If

You reprogrammed l -1 re .B5 without interrupting the power, both series will be in the memory.

0. Editing arid Correcting

After the progarn has been stored in memory, it can be proofed by RESETTING and using the STEP
key to advance through the program one cue at' a time. The MEMORY DISPLAY can be compared with did

:code sheet or the visuals on the Screen can be co-mpared with those required by the script.
One of the major advantages of this digital memory type of programmer is the -case with which

orrccitions can be made.

Additions. If a cue was omitted from the progxam, it can be inserted. Again, referring to the program
on Figure B5, assume 'hat cue 5_ wasoccidentally omitted. Remember that the STEP and BACK SPACE
keys can be used to find specific cues. Keying the STEP key lightly advances one cue at a dine. Ilolding it
d wn firmly scans through the program rapidly. The BACK SPACE is similar. One difference is that theIP key steips at the end of the program while the. BACK SPACE repeats the cyele over and over. The
Sf tc,P key can be...used to get to the end of a program in much the same way that the RESET key returns
you to the beginning. If Cue 5-was omitted, STEP or BACK SPACE tri Cue 4. Depress STORE and key in
the proper cue. Step back through the program to verify that the modification is as you wanted it.



It suOly desirable to check the number of cues against the code 'Sheet. The pertion of a -.---

program shown in Figure B5 has 18 dims. If you depress the STEP key and hold it \down firmlyi, it will-

thatadvance to the end and stay there. If it were to stop at 18, you would have confirmed that you at least have \
the correct ntimber of cups. If you later add or delete cues-, this number should change accordingly_ _

-

You can also confirm the number of cues by keying TOTAL bin as we will note in a moment, the _

TOTAL can count sonic _functions that do not show AS:rues. While it is consistent and, can be used to
cOnarm that n correction has been made, it will not nec6sarilY correspond with.the total number of cues.
It will' never be less than the number of cues, only equal to or -more.

Deletions.Aryou wish to delete a cue, locate it with 'the. STEP and/or BACK SPACE keys. Key
STORE then DELETE. When the DELETE key is depressed, the cue will be erased from the, liemory and
the MEMORY DISPLAY shows' the previous cue. The DELETE key should take the unit, out of STORE. Ir.'
mote- than one cue is to be DELETED, STORE fths to be keyed_in'eacktirne. Eliminating the cue will shift
all of the following cues one number. This may result in making all the numbers recorded on'a code sheet
incorrect. For example, if Cue 6 were eliminated frod the program and the cue erased from the memory,
then Cue 7 would become Cue 6, etd..Rather than chaliOng all of the numbers recorded on the code sheet
to reflect merely a noinber change, you could first DELETE Cue 6 and then add another cuecidentical to
Cue 5 in its place. Since the FADERS respond only to changes in the.proam, the additional cue 5 would

,

not influence them. It would keep the-number series correct.

This concern with the recorded numbers might be more meaningful after you complete arecording -it

which the script is typed out and all slide-changes are noted in it by inserting the cue numbers on the script.
Altering a full script just to add or substract one from each number is a chore. Not i oing it can cause
difficulties. Correcting the p'fogram by deleting one cue and adding a duplicate is oftettthe most expedient
alternative.

Changes. If Cue 4 had been accidentally entered as 2 2 0 rather than 1 2 0, locate Cue 4, key 'TORE
then DELETE. This takes out the erroneous data key STORE again, followed by 1 2 0 which adds the
correct data where the erroneous data was taken from. This results in a correction that does not alter any
other aspect of the program.

When programming, if an error is detected befor
by keying X. This starts the cue over.

Editing and Correcting Practical Exercise

Complete each numbered paragraph before continuing to the next.

Turn off PROGRAMMER mementarily then turn on. All other units

. Key STORE. Enter Cues 1 and 2 of Figure 89.

En Ter the first COMMAND (Key 2) for Cue 3 but not the second or third.

4. While observing the MEMORY DISPLAY LEDs. Key X. Note that the X erases the incomplete'
etie. If .S%oh detect an error while entering a eue, the partial entry can be erased-by Keying X.Then enter the
correct cue. Also, notice that Keying X does not take you out of STORE. Neither does it count as a cue.

he cue is completed, the partial entry can be d

5.. -.Enter Cue 3 and balance of -Figure.B9.

Key TOTALand note MEMORY DISPLAY sl old be 8. If not, staff_

7.RESET.
8., STEP through sequence comparing LED display withJc et.

STEP and/or BACK SPACE to Cue 5.

1 . Key STORE then DELETE. Keying. DELETE backs MEMORY DISPLAY t6 Cs

odd she

rom the beginning and

Tliey should match.

RESET.

12. STEP through cm__ comparing LED
has been erased.

4.

display with ode sheet:You should observe that.Cue 5

34
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13. Key TOTAL Total now should be 7.

14. BACK-SPACE to Cue_6 in the MEMORY DISPLAY. Note that the LPDs for Cue 6 correspond
to Cue 7 on the Code Sheet. All cues after the one erased have been shifted one number.

_I5. BACK SPACE and/or STEP to 4.

16 Key STORE tfren key 090 900 000, (Cue 5 on Figure B9).

17. RESET and STEP through sequence to verify that correct Cue

18. Key TOTAL. It bould again be 8.

Go to Cue-5

20. Key STO hen DELETP.'Key STORE then enter Cue 4 from Figure B9.

RESET and STEP through program to compare MEMORY DISPLAY with Code Sheet. All
cues should corresktrid except that Cue 5 has been ,ehanged to be identical with Cue 4. -There ,-1 be no
screen changes when this cue

22. Key TOTAL li;1 id be 8. You have eliminated a cue Without ehangtind the,position of the
remaining cues

Repeat above exercise with projectors active if you desire. Observe the screen image parallels --
changes in the LED. display.

We have been programming slide changes by telling the FADERS the order we wanted. We have not
been iriclicaling.liow fast we want the -changes'io occur. The program can not only tell the FADER to

- change slide 67 to slide 68, but also tell ithow fast-to make the change. .

The right-hand series of keys on the PROGRAMMER are the AUXILIARY keys. One is labeledsk
This Stands for rate of dissolve or rate of change.-Any of five' dissolve rates can be programmed. For
example, if you program R-0.1(keS, R followed by the 0 COMMAND key) one image will be replaced by the
next almost instantly. If you want to dissolve one image into the next, R-1 will result in a 2-secOnd dissolve.
Table B1 Oyes the various dissolve rates.

Table RI. Fade Rates

R-0 Instant
2-second dissolve
4-second disSolve
84second dissolve
16-second dissolve

In the MEMORY DISPLAY a 7 will appear to indicate the R. The COMMAND key will be reflected
in the second and third LED display, but not in the first. Programming the R' will not .change the cue
number shown in the MEMORY DISPLAY, but does add to the total reflected ten the TOTAL- is
depressed. This is why the TOTAL is not the same as the number of cues; i.e., th OTAL is the number of
cues plus the number of auxiliary commands. The FROG RAMMERJeleases the, e information wifh the
cue. When STEPPING through the program, these show like a eue:),Vhen EXEC. TING the program you
can -see the lights,flicker when the rate is entered in advance of the cue, but it is on a flicker. Rate changes
are recorded on the code sheet in the column RTA. They are entered into the progrinn, as the first part of
the cue,

. .

If you do not specify the change rate at the beginning of the program, the I3ECODER probably will ,-

select R-0 (instant} automatically. However, it is recommended you do specify the change rate, Make it
a practice to STORE 1R -0 000 000 000 as the first cue: in any program. Also make it h practice to STORE
000 000 000 as the laSt cue not only in every program, but also irveverY programming segment even if only
part of a program is being accomplished.



This Will be discussed in more d
only one COMMAND is. given rather
through the.B and C sections.

Fade Rates = rractical Exercise

Complete each numbered paragraph before continuing to the next.

1. Turn on the PROGRAMMER, but leave the DECODER off. Projectors and FADERS may be
either way. With the DECODER off they are effectively.out of the system since no comma& reach them,
This set-up allows you to PROGRAM without the projectors. This is often convenient= in fact it is usually
preferred with STORING a program.

2. -STORE the cues on Figure B10. Notice that you can hear the clicking sound as the fade rates are
programmed, but that the cue number given in the MEMORY DISPLAY does not advance. The rate and the-
COMMANDS are part of the cue. Some of the cues call for more than one command key .b3ing depresied
together. Cue 8, for example, will result in two images being superimposed on the screen.

3., RESET:

, 4. Use the STEP function to advance through the program and compare the LEDs in the MEMORY
DISPLAY with the code sheet. For R, the LEDs.in the.B and C FADER area are lit, not the ones id' the A
area.

RESET.

6.. Turn on DECODER and remain-der of sYstent: Advance through the. proyan by keyinv,
EECUTE. Notice the different dissolve rates. On the screen.

7. The final image illustrates the superiniposition of one image over-another. While. this is
restricted to dissolve presenttions, it is often particularly effective using xdissolve.

8: RESET and HOME.

,9. Practice. Include superimpositions by progam,ming both I and 2 for the same FADER. just key
I and 2 together. You can add and substract superimpositions in any order by using a cue to add or omit
the second image.

time sequences, but note. that in entering
s reflected- on the code sheet by drawingine

Timing

There are times when cues occur too rapidly to execute manually. An illustration is when you would ._
want an arrow to flash on and of to draw attention to a particular part of the sere . There are otter times

-

when the time is critical. An example would be when you want to demonstrate c rate at which some
phenomenon happens. You can program'a stored time interval that is entered only of ce into the program.
It then stays in the memory Until it is---cancelled by an end of-sequence cue. All d_` the cues in a timed
sequence are executed following one keying of the EXECUTE key or one impulse from the cassette.

-......,.

The time intervals available arc 1/8 second, 1/4 second, 1/2 second, one second or any combination
or multiple of these.

The cues for time intervals are shown in Table B2.

Table B2._ Timing Inte

T-23 1/8 second
T.-71 I /4 SecondT -I/2 second

I second
T-3,_ End of Sequence
TI 3 'Do nothing or dummy cue.

If, for example, you desire to have Cue 7 follow'Cue 6 by exactly 1 /2 second, enter Cue 6 then T-2
the timing sequence) then Cue 7. ten T-3(to end the timing sequence)..When it is played back,
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keyi ri EXECUTE for Cue 6 Will start the electronic clock so that it will trigger Cue 7 at the end of 1/2 .

second. The T-3 will stop the tithing sequence so that Cue .S will wait-for the next EXECUTE or tape cue.
If you want 1 full second intervals between each of Cues 3 through 7, enter the cues through 3 then

T-12-(you will hear it click as usual when a cue is entered though it does not advance the counter), then
enter the rest of the cues through 7. Now enter T-3 to stop the timing sequence and proceed as usuzd. Cue 3
will stare`the entire timing sequence and it will continue autonOically through Cue 7 with each being
presented at 1-second intervals. The automatic timing sequence will toll at 7 and you proceed as usual.

The "do nothing" or "dunitri?" cue (T-13) is for use when you need to lengthen the periods. If, for
example, you needed one 3-second pause between two slides, if the first slide were to be called up by Cue
6, you could follow Cue 6-with T-12 to start a timing sequence, then add T-13 as Cues .7 and 8 to expand
the time, then Cue 9 followed by T-3 to stop the timing sequence. The DECODER will add time for. Cues 7
and 8 ,,but not change anything else. The next.slide would, then come up at Cue0, 3 seconds after the slide
for Cue 6.

Duplicating the COMMAND keys would accomplish the same- but ntiglit be more difficult to
remember at times. With the T-13, one cue can be used no ma rwhat the image configuration on the
screen is./-

The "dummy" 1-13 is the only one
of the projector cue.

The outer timing cues are entered as part

Both the T and the R cues require only'one COMMAND keying rather than the normal three. This is
because the cue is not passed individually to the FADERS but controls all of them as a group. To indicate
this on the code \Ilfeet, the last two 000's are lined out.. When STifF.are programming with only the

-PROGRAMMER 6V,,,you ca,n hear, the unit click: Lining, out the last two commands on_the code sheet is a
ernirider To insert only one COMMAND on these cues.

When you are STEPPING through the program to compare the LEDs in the PROGRAMMER with the
code sheet, for the R cues the LEDs for FADER B and C illuminate rather than those FADER A. For the T
cues, all three groups of LEDs light, rather than just A. Also, each requires the keying of STEP even though
they do not count as full cues. When EXECUTING, they do not require a-separate keying of EXECUTE,

_ and the LEDs just, flash on. You can confirm their accuracy when proofing the ,program, but when
EXECUTING the program they become part of another cue_

Timing Practical Exercise I

Complete-each step.before going on to the next.

. With the PROGRAMMER on but DECODER off, store codes &OM Fignre-B11.

7. STEP through program to confirm. Observe LED display for the T COMMANDS. Also note that
STEP must be keyed for them though they do not count as cues. On the MEMORY DISPLAY, both T and
R are coded 7. Xis 1,1-Lis 3, and K is 5_ The minters are next to the keys on t le-PROGRAMMER.

3. Turn on DECODER and projectors.

4. EXECUTE program. The sequence should progresS at 1- second intervals until it is completed.

'Timing Praetic'al Exercise 2:

Complete each nuMbered paragraph before going on to the next.

In this exercise we do not \yam:the projectors to advance after the lamp is turned off. To aiicomplish
this the aittg1hatie X must be replaced by the H. You can either key H before each cue on hold it down
with the left, while the right hand-does:the keying of the COMMAND keys, Incidentally; if you leave
your right gland On thOse COMMAND: keys, you soon get so that you cart -`.`tyjie7- the COMMANDS. The
only slightly confusing thing-is- that the first finger is on the 0 and the second On the 1, etc.

With the DECODER off, enter the sequence from Figure 13071.iiito memory.
2. RESET.
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With the STEP key, advance

4. RESET.

5.. Key EXECUTE. If proper y prograhmed this one touch of the EXECUTE will activate the
entire sequence,

6. RESET.

7. Turn on the DECODER, FADERS, and projectors.

8. EXECUTE. Note that the image_pn the screen alternateS between_the same two slides.

9. Go to Cue 1 and chang; the time to another value; i.e., STORE, DELETE, STORE T- (any value
you choose):

10. EXECUTE again.

11. Without erasing memory, RESET to beginning and insert sequence from Figure B13. This it

automatically move the sequence you just completed so that it will be the second half of one presentation.

Con firm entries by STEPPING through-.

EXECUTE with projectors. This technique is often used to emphasize captions, or arrows.

14. This new portion will leave one image on the screen and intermittently superimpose a second
image on it.

Homing is a single cue that homes all slide trays to the number 1 position. In order to use it, the slides
must be in the Arion-Modified Carousel horning trays. If you examine one of them you will note that one
of the "gear-teeth" on the bottom has beep broken off. It has been replaced by a.spring steel wire. If the
tray is traveling forward, this will serve as a tooth and advance the tray. However,-if the projector is in
reverse, the projection that reaches for the tooth does not make conat. As a result, the tray.stays in one
place even though the projector goes through the reversing cycle. This enables all projectors to be reversed
to the number jslide and stop there. Additional cues are given to assure that all projectors have returned.
Then the cycling is, stopped..

The continuous reverse cycle is given to the pro tors for 5 seconds loliger than actually required. In
this way, if you get a projector that is 'a little slower than normal, it still reaches the HOME position. The
additional cycles do not change the position of projectors that have already reached HOME, since they
remain at the number 1 position once they have reached it.

Many projectors have a tendency to unpredictably advance one slide anytime the power is turned on
or off-for them or any of the other equipment in the system. To avoid getting out of sync because of this,
one final HOME cue is given after the HOMING cycle is discontinued. It is also, a very good precaution to
apply this single HOMING just pfior to starting any presentation. If you hear a projector reverse, check to
make certain that the projectors were HOMED, then applyitpne Final time.

The HOMING cycle can be controlled M two ways, ma ually at the DECODER or with recorded
cues. These two are separate if you start the cycle with a ri ordecFcue, you must stop it with a recorded
cue. If you start it manually, you must stop it manually. T- ling off the MAIN POWER also stops it, so if
all else fails, turn off MAIN POWER momentarily.

Manual. To home the projectors manually, depress-HOME on the DECODER and hold it for about 2
seconds: The projectors will start to recycle and will recycle continuously after the switch is released. After
all trays are at the number 1 position, (stop reversing) depress HOMING momentarily to discontinue the
cycle. Following this, again depress the switch momentarily to apply a single reverse impulse. This is
automatically timed by the unit so you do not have to hold the key down.

Again, when giving a presentation first turn on all equipment then depress HOMING momentarily.
Any projector than has erroneously advanced will be returned. if you do hear a projector reverse, repeat.
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Recorded. The same two cues can be recorded. The Cues K-1 0 0 and K-0 0 0 are used. To start the
HOMING cycle, cue in K -1 0 0 at the end of the presentation. The tape recorder is left running during die
HOMING sequence. After the last krojector has reached the number °lie slot, wait an additional 5 seconds
to allow for variations between proAtors. Then key in K-0 0 0. This will stop the HOMING cycle.

This is followed by the equivalent of the morhentary manual action that applies a single reverse
impulse. Since it is-difficult to program rapidly enough, the timing (T) sequence is used. Key K-1 0 0 to
start the HOMING CYCLE. Key T-1 for a 1/2 second time interval. Key K-0 0 0 to stop HOMING. Key T-3
to indicate end of time sequence. This wilt apply the momentary input.'However., the tape recorder is
running, DO NOT FORGET TO STOP-THE TAPE WHEN YOU TURN OFF THE PROJECTORS. Other-
wise, the frressure stays on the cassette and this can damage the recorder.

Homing Practical Exercise

With PROGRAMMER on and DECODER off, program code sheet input from Figur
that R and T inputs are followed by only one COMMAND key rather than three. To indicate t
two key positions have been lined out.

B14. Note
is, the last

STEP through program to confirgn it from LEDs on PROGRAMMER.

3. Turn on DECODER and. PROJECTORS. Advance through program by keying EXECUTE. Note
that rays are HOMED and then HOME is continued with a single impulse.

4. REPEAT,

14. Memory Transfer

If you desire to retain your program, it can be transferred to a cassette. This can later be ee-entered
into the PROGRAMMER forpresentation. It can also re-entered into the PROGRAMMER, changed, and
re-recorded.

To do this, connect the-PROGRAMMER to the recorder by Uising an audio patch cord to connect the
tipper plug on the back of the PROGRAMMER ta the high-level (piano) plug of the cassette recorder. Set
the recorder to automatic level for recording. Typical steps for doing this are:

I. Press the TOTAL key and record the total number of steps in the memory.

2. Only the patch cord going to the recorder should be plugged into the PROGRAMMER:

3. Start the cassette recorder in record, automatic gain.

4. Wait 15 seconds for the leader to clear and the recorder to stabilize.

a. press and hold RESET
b. press and release STEP
c. release RESET

The transfer process will start and continue rapidly until the entire memory has been transferred. to
the tape. The transfer stops automatically. The memory also remains in the PROGRAMMER.

5. Wait 10 seconds before stopping the recorder. It is usually desirable to record only one program
on a cassette. They are so bfiell that locating them is difficult otherwise. However, since so little tape is
%Bed, you might as well record it two or more times on the same cassette.

Reloading. To relo-ad the program into the PRGRAMMER, cocinect one end of the audio patch cord
to the speaker output of the recorder. Connect the othef-end of the cord to the lower input jack (memeory
input) on the back of the PROGRAMMER.

The recorder playback level haS considliable latitude. Set the playback level of the cassette recorder
to 41 If the transfer is erratic, adjust this until the transfer is stable. The unreliability, can be.nused by
having the etting either too high or too low so some experimentation might be required. Since you are
only playing back about a half minute or recording, this does not take much time. Once the correct level is
set, it will remain the same for that recorder. The transfer steps are:
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Figure B14. Homing iiractical exercise.



Rewind the.tape to the beginning.

_. Start the tape in playback mode.

3, Press the STORE key. If STORE is depressed before the leader clears the recorder; the ERROR
light will come on. Simply depress, STORE again to correct this. This-will cause the error light to go out
without stopping the tape and starting again. If the error light comes on during the transfer, you must start
over. (ERROR light is the LED below the STORE LED.)

4. Press and hold TOTAL Stop recorder..

Press TOTAL If the transferred total is not the sarrte as the oriOnal memory total, repea

If a cassette recorder is used that has input and Output jacks for the impulse channel, these may
be- used instead of the audio channel This Will also en ble you to use the audio channel and impulse.
channel independently. By dictating- the name of the pr arti onto the tape just prior to the recording of
the impulses', several programs can be.stored -on the same, cassette.

ory Transfer Practical Exercise

1. Connect audio patch cord b we upper plug on back panel f PROGRAMMER and hi-levei
input of r ?corder.

Turn on PROGRAMMER °titer units dionld be off and unplugged from PROGRAMMER\
3. Program sequence from Figure B15. Repeat program until aPproximately. 100 -Cues=--are in

4. Depress TOTAL and make a note of the reading.

5. Start cassette recorder with Record Mode- set to AUTO and RECORD button depressed for
recording.

6. Let _67n-der run for 15 seconds to clear leader and beginning of tape.

7. Ptess and hold RESET; Press and release STEP; release RESET.

memory.

To Re-Enter Cues into. PROGRAMMER

1. Connect audio patch cord between speaker ctutle
input) on back of the PROGRAMMER.

7. cassette.

Set volume to 4. (may need later adjust! ment if transfer is erratic.)
4. Start cassette.

5. Key RESET and STORE. If rror light comes on press STORE again. Continue to do
leader clears recorder.

. .

recorder and loWer input (memory

hi until

O. As soon as the transfer is completed, immediately press and hold TOTAL. After the, transfer is
complete, wait 10 seconds. Stop the recorder, then release TOTAL. This will prevent the error lights from
coming on when the recorder is stopped.

7. If error lights comes on during transfer, start the transfer again.

S. Depress. TOTAL.. Total now should be twice the original piogram; i.e., y u have transferred a
duplicate program to the PROGRAMMER. The duplicate is now ahead ofthe.original.

9. Depress STEP and watch LEDs. You should be able to determine the accuracy of the transfer by
watching' the pattern. If- not, STEP through cue by cue and compare with code, sheet. If the obtained
transfer is not accurate, repeat the transfer.'



tal Memory Programmer -,Code.Sheet, page

Always start programmin
RESET then STORE.

Always end programming with
000 000 000.

Title: klepory Transfer
Author: St7P.ih

Date: 13 Jul 7'7
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Figure B15. Memory ans er 7 practical ex
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15. Identifying Slides, Projectors, and Screen Areas

It is very important that a simple system be established to identify slides, projectors, and screen areas.
Since the FADER UNITS are-identified on the equipment as A, B, and C, tjiis serves as xstarting point.

The area of the screen that is on the audience's left is A, B is the next screen area to the audience's_
right. When used, C, would be on the audience's right. If one image covers the full screen, this would also be
C.

. The projectors used on screen area A.Would also be identified as the A projeCtiori-unit and would be
controlled by FADER UNIT A. When stacked , the top projector is number 1. If not stacked, the projector
on the audience's left is I. _

.

Slide's are numbered 'in sequence in terms, of the ordeK in which they appear on the sere- . If two
images occur at the same time, the one on the audience's left is numbered first, If revisions are ma in the
presentation,- the slide mfmbers remain the same; i.e., do not change the identification of a slide even
though it is moved to a different place in the presentation. When it is moved, make the required correction
on the Code Sheet.

The slides are designated in columns on the code sheet. All of the slides in the first column are in try
The second column is A-2. This enables you to verify that the slides are in. their proper place.

It is essential that you can accurately determine whether or not the proper aides are in the designated
tray. When you are using multiple projectors, it is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to work around a
misplacement. Just, follow a simple logical system from the beginning and double check every step. A little
care in getting ready can save hours later on and may well prevent embarrassment in front of your audience.

Impulsing a Prerecorded Tape

One of the major advantages Of the. ELECTRONIC MEMORY PROGRAMMER is the ease with which
the final impulses are added to the prerecorded narration. With the impulses stored in the PROGRAMMER,
the output of the PROGRAMMER is 'connected to the impulsing track of the recorder. While playingback
the recording, any impulse, no matter how complex, is transferred to the tape merely by depressing the.
EXECUTE bar a single time

Figure B16 displays the impulses for the first portion of the presentation used as a sample here.
Figure 917 is the first page of the script. With the program in the memory, the narrative on the prerecorded
tape is played back with the impulse channel in the record mode. If a .570, 2573, or 2590 cassette recorder
is used, the cord goes between the upper (output) jack on the PROGRAMMER and the EXTERNAL
SYNCH INPUT jack of the recorder. Note that the first cue (000 000 000) is placed on the-tape before the
narration begins. In practice, we often place a series of these at the beghining or the tape to give the
operator a chance to correct any projectors that might require it at, the be,ginning of a presentation.

In this style of programming, the images are changed during the narration. Rather than changing
slides between paragraphs, the image is changed to coincide with a precise word in the nartation..

Impulsing Practical Exercise

Obtain or make a prerecorded tape of this presentation and the tape containing the impulses. Load
impulses into the PROGRAMMER from-the cassette or create them following Figure 1 16. Change cord

and -transfer impulses to cassette by following the script in Figure B17. Note that, the PROGRAMMER is
displaying the next cue. This is transferred by depressing EXECUTE as indicated by the numbers written
al7sve the worcls in the script. These numbers must agree.

Two points should be called to mind before concluding. First, this technique assumes that you have
recorders that allow you to record on one track while listening to the other. The only AV cassette recorder
that I am aware of at this time is the Wollensak. Models 2570, 2573, and 2590 are particularly suitable. The
second is that it is not 'desirable to duplicate ate control track. While duplicate narrations may be used, it is
difficult to obtain reliable operation when the impulses are duplicated. One suggestion is to retain one
cassette with the master audio and a second with the recorded impulses. Duplicates are made by transfer-
ring the impulses to the PROGRAMMER and impulsing the duped narration from it It takes a little more
time but pays off in reliability. There is seldom a requirement for more than one duplicate;
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ARION 909 Digital .Memory Programme Code Sheet page

-07-05% Ar ion
Always start programming with
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Always end programming with Date: n-

000 000 000.
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Figure B16. Sample program pulses.



, .TECHNIQUES OF UTILIZING MULTI-SCREEN PRESENTATIONS

Digi Cue Discussion'for Presentation via ARION

Work unit 1121-07,05:fiTechniOdes;of Utilizing ilUit -Screen p esenta--

-ions' was - initiated in reSponse to RPR: 7516 from SAC.: It requires:

the development and demon tration of a series o

which this is

con ol techniques

TheOigiCUe -configuration s -the-shel and.readily.

basically an,add-on m. The basic equipment, other than

.7
.

standard projectors, are a special cassette recorder, a- three speed

o , and. a DiW-Cue Programmer. -Unlike many commercial

systems, the -Digi -Cue is used both or -ecOrdijig the -program -and

also for :playing it back. You do no need. one slevice .tcr. makd the

program and another to.play it



Develop Task OutliveThe early development stages audio team coaching, television team
coaching, and television-aided remedial study .strategles are quite similar; i.e., all three were designed to
provide instruction for a single team job. Figure 01 shows the suggested student flow from television team
coaching through audio team coaching to unaided performance or. task mastery. Television-aided remedial
study can be used to help students master tasks if they have had difficulty during audio team coaching.
Television team coaching provides a preview of tasks by presenting an overview of job sequence and team
member coordination. Audio team coadhing provides audio cues for performance of each job step.
Teleilision-aided remedial study providei a special visual review of individual team position performance
skills.

TELE

TEAM

COACHING

AUDIO UNAIDED

TEAM PERFORMANCE

COACHING

Figure Cl. Suggested

TELEVISION

AIDED

REMEDIAL

STUDY

udent flow through team training ralegjes.

The, early development of all three instructional strategies involved the establishment of goals arid, .

objectives, and the systematic examination of the target task (i.e., the task for which training was to be
developed). Analysis of the target task culminated in the production of a task outline. 'The task outline was
used as the basis for the production of the audio and video tape strategies. This section will discuss the
procedure for development of the preliminary task outline

The three strategics discussed here were designed to be used with team tasl:\§which required a student
to follow a prescribed procedureti while coordinating his activities wi h other team met-Fibers. Although the
strategies developed were oriented toward team task- performance they could be modified to teach
individual tasks. Fpr example, an airman could preview the use of the ANI/PSM-6 multimeter using the
television coaching :strategy; then be coached through a series of practice exercises, using the audio coaching
strategy; and then, if necessary, be reviewed on individual elements of the use of the multhnefer, using the
television-aided remedial study strategy.

Figure C2 shows the procedure which was followed to develop a validated task outline. Each of thi
steps are discussed separately as follows:

Establish Goals. Instructional goals were established to guide the development of the television team
coaching, audio team coaching, and television7aided. remedial study strategies. The primary goal for this
project was to develop njaterials which would allow students to achieve proficiency in team coordination
for the perforfnance of specified team tasks. In general, the goals were
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I. To familiarize students with the overall organization and flo
pt at task performance.

2. To provide each team member with individualized coaching tailored to the stage of practice and
team proficiency.

3. To provide remedial instruction for individual students having difficulty performing the duties of
team position.

The target task selected for development Was the nstallation of a preloaded multiple ejection rack
(MER) on the outboard pylon of the F4D aircraft.

Choose Strategy and Media. The decision to utilize audio and video strategies was based on an
examination of the instructional goals, the characteristics of the tasks to be learned, and the cost-
effectiveness parameters (e g materials preparation time, student working time, equipment requirements
etc., as outlinedin Air Force Manual 50-2, Instructional Systems Development).

The decision-making process used for-selection of the optimum strategy/media combination is
illustrated in Figure C3. The general procedure was to examine the types of stimuli assoc ith the task
to be taught (e.g., visual, auditory, etc.);. the required student performance -use of hand,
communication with others; etc.); and thrmstructional goals. If the task contained substantial -visual
stimuli, the strategy required a visually oriented medium. If the task was largely manual,lhe strategy was to
employ visual stimuli, together with the action of the student's hands. If the instructional goal required
minimum instructor support, the strategy was to feature student- controlled or equipment-controlled
presentations.

In the case of loading a preloaded MER, visual stimuli were important and students were required to
work with their hands. TferefoYe, the appropriate instructional strategy had 10 _incorporate visually
oriented media identifying the stimuli and depicting the manual performance required of the students.
However, no single strategy could satisfy all three instructional goals. Therefore, it was necessary to select °a_

-separate strategy for each goal. A visually oriented strategy was selected to familiarize the students with the
overall work. flow of the task. Television was selected for these uses because of low materials preparation
costs. An audio-oriented strategy was selected to provide., coaching to each team member during task
practice. The audio strategy was chosen primarily because of the necessity of providing individualized
coaching to team members performing 'coordinated job tasks in different locations. Finally, a television-
oriented strategy was selected to provide remedial instruction to individual team members.

Develop _Behavioral Objectives.lhe general instructional goals were converted'into specific learning
objectives. To assure that objectives were written to support the development of the instructional material,
the following questions were aska:

I. Does the behavior described actually reflect the underlying goal which is to be achieved?

2. Has the stadent behavior been describe?I, in such a way as toallow detection of the hchavio
n it occurs?

3. Are the conditions under which the petewmanceis to obServed clearly specified or implied?
_cp

4. Is a standard of perfortnance given?

Table CI shows the progyam goals and the behavioral objectNes loped.for eaChof the goals. It
should be noted that not all goals have objectives. In these cases it was decided thatthe goal statement itself
was sufficiently explicit to specify its achievernent. Several assumptions were ma" concerning the pre-
requisite skills and- knOwledges of incoming sttidents. These assumptions were based do the location of the
material in the course. It was assumed that the students would be familiar with the-aircraft; weapons, and
tools (i.e., they would know the nomenclature, location, and operation of necessary equipment items)...
Given these assumptions and the nature of the task to be learned (i.e.: a -fixed procedure requiring
coordination'mong team members), it was felt 1. a hierareht of objectives was not required for the
instructional segments being developed. _

task' prior to their first

Develop TaskiObspyation Guidelines- Three data sources were identified for the nstalratiOn
task and inclucied,Technical Order_(TO) IF-4C-33-1-2, direct observation -of the .task,:tinct instructor

-interviews. The citifies of each team member had to be determined; andrecorded. Likewise4fspecial hazards
were noted, along with any discriminations which might be required.
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Figttrc C.? atimile.decision tree for selecting appropriate instructional media:



Table C1. Instructional Goals with Their Associated Behavioral Objectives

Install preloaded MER on outboard pylon-of
F4D Aircraft.:

Achievement of pro team member
coOrdination,

Each student team member will per form.,,each
individual -step procedure with more than a'10

_- percent error-rate. ._

Faridliarize students with the task prior toatheir
atternat to' perform the task.

Students will receive a large -aMount of task
support during early stages of practice.

Students will receive diminishing amounts of
task support in later stages of practice.

Remedial support will be provided for areas in
which a student may have difficulty in achieving

performance criterion.

The student tgam will `perform all -steps each
step in its proper sequence.

The student team will install the preloaded
MER within a specified time limit.

Students will communicate only appropriate
verbal instructions to one another using the proper
terminology and format.

Student teams will work togefher to accomplish
all procedure steps without conflicting actions.

Stud'ents will respdhd with, only appropriate
response upon completion of each task step.

Student team members will make no position
errors in locating equipment items.

_Students will be able to describe the sequence
of tasks assigned to their team positions prior to
attempting the task.

Students will commit no more than 5 percent
procedural errors in the early stages of practicd.

'Each student team member will achieve criteri
performance in the assigned teain positions.

Collect Detailed Task Data. The task data collection, procedure began -with a review of the MER
installation procedure as described in the TO A task outline was-developed from.steps identified during the
development of task observation guidelines. Once the observer was thoroughly:familiar with the task as
described in-the task oniline,lie_observed actual task_ performance in the WeapOns. Mechanic school. Task
performance was video 'taped in order to allow reviewing a task while correcting the task outline. After
obserWpg,.l'ask performance, the developer interviewed course instructors to assure accuracy in his
observations- and interpretation's. Interviews with instrijctors were guided by specific questions based upon
the data collected from the TO and task observations. Special care was taken to specify tolerances, stimuli
needed for discriminations, and other special characteristics (e.g., position of swaybraces, positions of
cockpit switches, etc.).

2. Audio Tea

Appliciible Areas. Audio team coaching was designed teach students the skills needed to success
fully perform tasks which required coordination between two or more individuals. The tapes for the audio
team coaching strategy provided all information required to talk each team member through a task. All cues



andinstructions needed for task' performance were to be provided to each team member individually. Only
those instructions required for a given team position would be given to the man working in that position
(e.g., team Member number 1 would receive only instructions relevant to position 1, while member number
3 would receive only instructions for position number 3). This was made possible through_ the use of a
multitrack recorder with. the instructions for each team member recorded on a separate tape track.
Instructions were transmitted with a small radio transmitter to the team members through receivers M
earphones. flowever, since communication between team members was required, a single.earphone was used
by each 'student team member, thereby allowing the wearer to hear verbal commands and responses from
fellow team members.

Description of Developed Materials. The audio team coaching materials consisted of time separate
tapes, designed for use at different stages of the learning process. Tape 1, used early in the learning
experience, was, the most Complete of the three. It provided preparatory cues, perfOrmmce instructions,
and. feedback information. The preparatory' cues -told the trainee what he would be doing next, and
prepared him to receive the information-given by the team leader reading the TO, and by the coaching tape.
Following the preparatory cue; detailed performance instructions were given, which told the student
exactly what to do. These instructions included a description' of stimuli essential for decision-making. The
student was also given the-Verbal _response with which to aanowledge. completion of the step. Finally;
feedback cue was provided, to serve as a peffoimanco reinforcer (i.e., the student was told what he should-
have done, and -wt at status of the equiprn'ent should have been, with correct performance of the step).
Following is an example of a typical sequence of instructions provided to a_single team. member.

Anticipatory Cue

"You will check canopy struts and seat pins."

ormance instruct oils

"Check that canopy safety struts are installed on canopy actuating arms jus
ejectionsea tin each cock pit,"

"Check forward and afi-ejection seat safety 'pins are installed. Slide your hand -
along the entire length of each streamer to verify that all safety pins are properly

ailed,"

f the struts and pins are missing, ask for assistance from the team leader; if the
and pins are correctly in place, call out, 'Struts and safety pins installed'."

Feedback Cog

"All safety struts anclisafety pins should be correctly installed.'

Whenever possible, the wordino used on the coaching tape coincided with the wording of the
. appropriate TO, even if the tape repeated the step description as read by the team leader.

The second tape, in the audio team coaching package was used after" the students mastered the task
using tape I. The second tape lacked most of the performanCe instructions, and provided students with
only anticipatory and feedhack,cues. Tape,3 providdd only feedback cues and was to be.used after students
had mastered each of the task steps and were familiar with the step sequence. Complete memorization-of
the step sequence was unnecessary, since the -team !leader was required to read the steps from the
appropriate TO as the tisk was performed. ,

Makeup. and Use£of. the Tape. The audio team coaching tape began with an introductory segment,
which was identical for all team members. The introduction included:

1. Identification of the tape and a description of its objectives
mulTiple ejection rack on the outboard pylon of the F-4D aircraft").

2. Instructions-to the students about how they were to perform and how they should use the audio
coach* equipment (i.e., a brief description of the strateoy).

3. Special instructions about, safety procedure's which had to be observed.

g., "You will install a preloaded.



4. Identification of the team member position to which the student was listening. if the position was
not correct (i e. team member number 2 -was listening to position number 3), students were told to, _ _

excha earphones.

ire. C4 gives a graphic representation of the action of the tape during a typical coachingsegn
pe-stops automatically after the first preparatory cue. Following the preparatory cue, team member

number I,' the team leader, reads the first step from the TO and then restarts the tape. When the tape is
restarted, palarmance instructions are given to each of the team members. When the last (longest)
performance instruction has finished, the- tape automatically stops. As each team, member finishes-Ms task,
he reports verbally to the team leader. When all team members have finished, the team leader restarts the
tape. The tape then provides a feedback cue, which is astatement of the required equipment status. If the-

-equipment is.not 2700 required status, an error has been made and the tape is stopped by the team leader
until d tieui'6rror lids .corrected. If no error was made, the tape continues to run until ,the next
preparatory -cueL-441-en

12 C4. Tape recorder action during typical andki eachingi segment.

I'rL arc Script. The script for all team positions was written and' worded to reflect the relevant
sections cif Technical Order I F-4C-33-I -2 (i.e., the steps and instructions found iii the TO were repeated in
the tape script verbatim whenever possible). This was done to facilitate positive transfer from the learning
environment to the job situation since students would eventually have to rely entirely upon information
found in the TO.

Record the Script. The script .sections associated with each team position were recorded separately
a single track of a 4-track tape. The narrative for each of the four team positions was recorded 'on its
reSpective tape track for each task step before proceeding to the next step. This procedure, assured that

ere would be adequate tape for the longest of the four narrations.,_,

Television Team Coaching and Remedial StudS,

Description of Television Team Coachil ais. These materials eqnSisted ©f,a.vidntape presenta-
tion of an entire team task. A typical televi'Sion team coaching videotape began With an introductory
segment consisting of an identification of the viddotaPe and a description of its objectives (e.g., "You will
view the installation of a pi eloaded multiple ejection rack (MFR) on the outboard pylon on Ilse F-4D
aircraft "). The -remainder of the tape showed each-of the steps, necessary to accomplish the objective.
Whenever critical task elements occurred (i.e., difficult, dangerous, or otherwise exceptionally important
steps); the videotape highlighted these elements by- focusing upon the critical aspects of performance. As a

'step was shown, it was verbally described on the audio track of the videotape. Special instructions,
comments, and warnings were also provided.

Tele-Vision team coaching videotapes could be viewed by individual students or by entire teams. Each
student viewing the presentation followed the procedure in a copy of the appropriate TO, which provided
him with the opportunity' to.associate the TO procedure with a visual representation of the task, The only
limitations on the number of students who could simultaneously observe a presentation were the size and



nurnber of the television-monitors and-the- number of.copies of the TO available. For maxiinum usefulness,
the tape had to be viewed by a single student to allow reversing and replaying of tape Segments as desired. A
nondistracting viewing environment was, essential.

Description of Televiion-Aided Remedial Study. This strategy was intended for use by students who
found difficulti, in achieving the specified performance criteria. The strategy was-designed to provide
students with a detailed review of the procedures associated with a single team position.

For this Strategy, the focus of the videotape was on the behaViors of a single team rriembee e g.,
tape of the actions for team member _Number 3 showed the step -by -step activities required of that team
.member). -If other team members were performing, their tasks were briefly described on the audio portion
of the tape.

Television aided remedial study has the same advantages as television team coaching in terms of
accuracy, repeatability, and flekibility. The tape. begins with an identifcation segment Much specifies the
tape's objectives (e.g., "You- will review the behavior sequence 4:1 load team Member Number 3 during the
installation of a preloaded multiple ejection rack on the outboard pylon of the F-40 aircraft"). The
remainder of the videotape shows the steps necessary to . accomplish the objective. Difficult, dangerous, or
otherwise exceptionally important steps are emphasized.

4. Videotape Production

The videotape script consisted of two parts, camera directions and audio script:llib--Screne
description, camera location,,.camera motion, etc., were determined by studying the task outline.

-akiition, instructor peisokine_Q.;;ekquestioned about the task to assure that all appropriate activities would
be on tape., There were-twozcategories of scenes to be taped. The first consisted of Shbwing team
member performing their duties. These scenes were taped- during actual task- penformance and did not
requir ecial staking or interruption '01 on-goihg_activities. The second 'category of iceiles2cifinsisted of
those wh required special set ups (e.g., close-ups of special features, such as sway' brace settings, switch
positions, e The two categories of scenes were recorded at different times and combined, later to form
the finished pe.

'An audio script was also written for each scene. Wherever possible, the audici script followed ver arim
theltevant sections of Technical. Order I F-4C-33-1 -2. This was-done to fadilitate transfer of.training the/.
wcAlsituationin which students would have to rely on information found'in the TO. .A-

l.

ip.a_ckpack television.portable televisiocamera and half ;ich videotape recorder were used The cameraman".
-carefu I allowed the shooting script to be certain that all necessary activities were recorded. However,
unexpected -movernents- by team members and,the presence of stray light which would shine directly into
the camera lens made it?4ecessary-to deviate, slightly-from the shooting script. ,NeVeitheless; the-activities
which were ddsignated-iv:itAcript were .recorded as directed: Careful attention Wasgiven to noting all
errorsin-tasksperformaricedi they occurred so that they eduld be eliminated Irani the firial=tape-:

...-. . . .. ,

The taping of this- special set-ups was accomplished with the._potiable backpack-teleVision camera. The
./. . .

spetiar:Setitienees &winded close.ups, stills, and special staging effects (e.g., a finger pointed to parts of the
ejection rack as they were named). The cameraman carefully followed-the shooting scriptto assure that all
necessary elements were recorded.. Erfoi's lit r.ecording were noted for later removal from the finislielf
videotape. The two tapes were combined to form the final videotape:


